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Should kegs return? Student senate says yes
by Dean Lollis
news editor
On the heels of suggested revisions for the
social policy by the Clemson Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Committee, Student Senate approved a resolution Monday night asking the
University to set up guidelines for kegs in the
policy.

student senate
The resolution, entitled "Keg Registration," states "The student senate strongly
supports the decision of the University Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee to allow
registration of kegs at social functions under
the guidelines set by the Committee."

In a presentation to their committee, senators Jay Hayden and Kevin Martin said "There
are two main reasons why kegs should be
allowed on campus: the cost for individual
cans vis-a-vis kegs is prohibitively high for
most individuals and the question arises as to
why people who are 21 and live on campus
cannot have a keg."
According to the proposal, buying beer by

the can is almost twice as expensive as buying it in a keg. The proposal also said
fraternities were holding more parties offcampus, pointing to information that said
"before the alcohol policy was revised there
were eight off-campus parties; last year there
were 39."

see KEGS, page 11

University passes judgment against athlete

Tyson receives probation
Federal law and Clemson University
regulations require that student disciplinary action be kept confidential. The announcement of the disciplinary action in
this case was requested by the student involved.
from University News Services
The University announced March 8 that
senior Sean L. Tyson, who was permanently
suspended from the University's basketball
team last month, has been placed on disciplinary probation and will be required to
attend regularly scheduled counseling sessions and tutoring sessions as well as work 10
hours a week in the office of student development as a condition of his continued enrollment and graduation.
The University's action follows an investigation by student development officials into
an on-campus incident that resulted in Tyson
being charged with assault and battery of a
high and aggravated nature and with possessing a weapon on school property.
In announcing the university's action.
Almeda Jacks, dean of students, said, "Violent acts cannot and will not be tolerated at
Clemson University. The customary penalty

for an incident of this type is suspension for
the remainder of the current semester. Incidents are reviewed, however, on a case by
case basis, and the penalty is determined by
all of the circumstances involved.
"A review of Sean's academic performance and discussions with his professors
indicated that Sean is making good progress
toward earning his degree in May of this
year. The practical effect of suspension for
the current semester would be to prevent his
graduation until the spring of 1992, because
a course he needs for his degree will not be
offered again until next spring. By this
action, the University is giving Sean a final
chance to earn the degree, while also requiring positive steps on his part to prove his
good citizenship," she said.
Tyson agreed to the disciplinary action,
saying, "I sincerely regret the incident that
took place. I hope that by staying in school,
working in student development and earning my degree, I can make up for what
happened and prove myself to the University and my fellow students. I am grateful to
the university for giving me this chance."
Tyson intends to apply for pretrial intervention to address the criminal charges
pending against him.

Tyson applies for pretrial program
by Dean Lollis
news editor

Kevin Taylor/siaff phologr;ipher

Sean Tyson plays against Temple, following his first suspension
from the men's basketball team.

Sean Tyson, former Tiger basketball
player, has applied for acceptance into a pretrial intervention program, program officials
said.
"According to state law, (pretrial intervention) is a second chance legal program,"
said Joe Pace, Pickens County director for
the program. If the applicant is accepted, he
said, the offense is "wiped away as if it never
happened."
Pretrial intervention could give Tyson the
opportunity not to have to go before a judge.

Whether an applicant is accepted. Pace said,
is based upon recommendations by the
victim, the solicitor and the pre-trial intervention director.
Counseling is usually a required part of
the program. Pace said. Often community
service is required. In addition, the applicant may be required to undergo alcohol
education on campus. A decision on whether
Tyson is accepted will be made within the
next few weeks. Pace said.
In Pickens County, 325-350 persons apply annually for the program and usually
100-150 of those are from Clemson University, Pace said.

Fate of students caught up in zoning issue undecided
by Andy Marino
business manager
The fate of approximately 100 residents
living in Daniel Square and University Ridge
was discussed Tuesday night at a Joint City
Council/Planning Commission public hearing.
The residents, primarily students, discovered recently that they are in violation of
local city zoning ordinances, which permit
only three unrelated persons to live in one
unit. Some of the owners of each complex
have applied for rezoning from RM-3 to RM4, which would allow four people to live in
each unit.
Daniel Square and University Ridge are in
violation of the RM-3 zoning, which limits
the number of residents to three unrelated
persons per unit. The land, which was origi-

nally zoned for four people, was rezoned to
RM-3 in 1984 under a land use plan implemented by the city. The zoning was changed
afterconstruction on University Ridge began
in 1983, but before Daniel Square was built in
1988. The city has not enforced the zoning
previously, but will begin enforcing it, at the
request of local residents in the nearby community, in the coming months.
Greg Valente, president of the Daniel
Square Condominium Association, said that
although there are only 60 units in the complex, 30 to 40 residents will be forced to live
elsewhere if the zoning change is rejected. It
was his opinion that rents for individual students would increase if the zoning change is
rejected. He also stated that property values
throughout the complex will fall due to decreased revenue from residents.
According to Larry Dooley, a University

Ridge owner, 66 students from that complex
will have to live elsewhere if the current
zoning is not changed. It was also his belief
that property values in the University Ridge
complex will fall due to decreased income,
and that the displacement of students from
the complex, which is within walking distance of the campus, would increase local
traffic.
Local residents and homeowners, specifically those living on Martin Drive adjacent to Daniel Square, believe that the
rezoning will increase existing problems with
traffic, noise, parking and trash. They feel
that the theory behind the land use plan
passed in 1984 is that the land between the
University and the city is a buffer zone and
should be medium density, as evidenced by
the current RM-3 zoning.
Local residents opposing the zoning

change feel that their property values are
being negatively affected by the traffic, noise,
parking and trash that are associated with the
current conditions. They also feel that a
zoning change for these two complexes will
lead to further RM-4 construction in the
nearby undeveloped areas.
The City Council and the Planning Commission heard all sides and will decide the
matter in upcoming weeks.
A similar public hearing will be held
Thursday, Apr 4, at 6 p.m. at Morrison
Elementary School on Frontage Road to
discuss Sunset Court and Foy Creek.
The City Planning Commission will make
its recommendation at its meeting on Apr 8.
City Council will hear the Planning Commission recommendation and make its decision on the issue at its April meeting, to be
held Monday, Apr 15, in Town Hall.
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Horton looks forward
to presidential term
by Dean Lollis
news editor
Newly-elected student body president
Greg Horton didn't expect to win the election
on the first ballot. "As a matter of fact, I went
Tuesday night to speak to a greek organization
in anticipation of a runoff," he said. "So I was
already preparing. I even went out and bought
stuff."
One of the biggest surprises to Greg about
this year's election was the large turnout of
students to vote. "It was something I hoped
would happen, because I thought the campaign was so intense," he said. "I didn't
expect [ theturn-out] would be double what it
was last year."
With the elections out of the way, Greg
looks to his new office with some goals for
the upcoming weeks. Following up on some
of the resolutions that senate passed this
semester is one of his first priorities.
In addition, next week, the newly elected
officers will choose their cabinet. Horton
describes this process as "probably some of
the most important decisions we will make.
We have to have a good idea of what kind of
people we are looking for and have some
good questions for them."I just encourage
people to come and apply," he adds. Interested students can pick up applications at the
student government offices until Wednesday.
The organization of summer orientation
for new freshman falls under the president's
job description and Horton will start planning for those sessions very soon.

Horton also looks to have a good working relationship with the student body vies
president Jason Elliott after serving with
him in student senate for two years. "I feel
really good about the support he got in the
election," Horton said. "That was amazing
to get 59 percent of the vote. Not only I am
I confident, but a lot of people are."
Horton and Elliott hope to face several
issues during their term. Horton feels one of
the toughest issues of next year will be
budget restrictions. "Money is going to be
really tight," he said. "It is going to be hard
to implement new programs. There are
going to have to be some sacrifices made. It
is going to be tough next year."
Communications between organizations
is another issue which continually confronts the president. Horton said student
government's idea of organizational mailboxes was turned down by Blue Key, but he
is trying to come up with alternatives or
compromises to get the mailboxes in place.
Another issue will be the planning of the
East Campus Activities Center. "My responsibility is to make sure that auxiliary
services will be placed in that building," he
.said. "It may be more expensive, but I think
in the long run having those different auxiliary services such as the bookstore and the
canteen in the same area will be beneficial
to students."
Parking problems have existed for some
time and Horton sees no easy solutions. He
and others in student government will attend meetings next week on issues related

Health fees may rise
by Dean Lollis
news editor
In addition to the approved 7.5 percent
increase in housing rates next semester,
Clemson students may find themselves
having to pay more to visit Redfern next
year.
"Without an increase, (Redfern) will be
in a deficit," said Joy Smith, vice president
of student affairs.
The current charge of $80 per semester
could rise to $85 or $90 next semester, she
said. "We looked at how much it would

take to break even," Smith said, but the fee
increase will also be kept in line with other
increases in tuition and student fees of
approximately six percent.
Clemson's rural setting has led to higher
fees than other Southern universities. "If
you took a Southeastern average, Clemson's
health fee would probably be higher because we operate 24 hours a day, seven
days a week."Those schools, she said, have
nearby hospitals and campus health centers
so they can close on weekends and at night.
Clemson's health fee has not increased
in four years.

FYI
During Thanksgiving Holidays
Don't care when it is

Greg Horton
to parking. "Some of the suggestions are to
reevaluate the way parking places are set up,"
he said. "In the past, we have found if you
realign certain parking spaces, you create
more."
Horton also has an idea of how to help in
getting donations for student projects. "I
would like to be involved at some point in
raising funds for any student service, but
primarily the east campus center," he said. "If
I could actually go and try to tell a potential

donor from a student's point of view why we
need it, and how important that is, I think that
could help"
In spite of any issue he may have to face
in his term as president, Horton stresses one
thing. He will be available to discuss student questions and concerns. '
"I hope that anybody feels like they could
approach me and discuss some issue with
me. I just hope that no one thinks I am
inapproachable."

Former CU administrator
sentenced to probation
by Dean Lollis
news editor
Freddie Asinor, the former director of
academic special projects and the Clemson
Career Workshops for the University, pleaded
guilty last week to charges of embezzlement,
forgery and attempted breach of trust.
Asinor received a sentence of two years of
probation and was ordered to pay the University $2,206 after entering his negotiated plea
with Circuit Judge C. Victor Pyle, Jr. at the
Pickens County Courthouse.
Asinor received the sentence "from the
standpoint that he had no prior criminal record,
had not committed a violent offense and had
resigned from the University," said Ben Stepp,
13th circuit deputy solicitor. "Those from

Clemson University that I had talked to wen
not interested in seeing him go to jail."
Stepp said Asinor was cooperative with
the investigation and he "did not fall into the
categories of someone who should be sent tc
jail."
The maximum sentence for the charges
could have been 27 years in prison, Stepp
said.
Asinor was arrested last July following E
routine University audit of the program. He
was charged for placing a non-existeni
employee's name on the university payroll,
forging signatures on certain employee
documents and on a $500 travel reimbursement voucher and attempting to have the
University pay him $5,000 for counselling
services that were never made.

New senior staff elected

.4%

from staff reports

Break in the middle of semester
This graph shows the response of students to the question of 'When
do you want fall break?' In the middle of the semester or have a week
during Thanksgiving holidays?'These are the official results of the
survey during student body elections.
source: Student Government

Terry Manning,' former editorial editor,
was elected by the senior staff to serve as
editor-in-chief of TheTiger for the 1991-92
term.
Manning has served on the newspaper
staff for four years.
"I would like to see the paper do more
towards helping students," Manning said. "I
feel there is a lot of frustration among the
student body and I want us to help alleviate
that by allowing students to tell their stories."
Other senior staff positions are:
•Bill Swain, the former news editor will
serve as managing editor.
•Andy Marino will serve a second term as
business manager.
•Dean Lollis, last year's managing editor
and Time-out editor, will serve as news editor.
•Geoff Wilson, a sportswriter last year,
will assume duties as sports editor.
•Craig Kling, a former news writer, will
serve as editorial editor.
•Amy Henderson, a staff writer, will serve
as Time-out editor. Beth Arthurs will serve
as her assistant.
•Chip East, a senior staff photographer
last semester, will serve as head photogra-

Terry Manning
pher. Tyler Darden and Tommy Boatman
will assist East as senior staff photographers.
•Allyson Milhous will serve as advertising manager. Tanya Chapman will serve as
her assistant.
•Erik Martin will serve a second term as
circulation manager.
•Paul Cottle and Kim Hannah will serve as
copy editors.
•Mel Nonris will serve as computer manager.
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University students voice parking concerns
by Mike Schaper
staff writer
"People circle like buzzards trying to get
a parking place near their dorm," said Clemson University junior Pam Watts. She was
talking about parking problems students suffer from who live in Byrnes or surrounding
dormitories.
Watt's view of parking at Clemson is not
unique. Most students and faculty agree the
parking is inadequate.
"Parking is only a problem on certain
parts of campus," said Bill Pace, director of
parking services at the University.
"The main placeare where students have
parking problems is at the Clemson House,"
added Pace. There are nearly twice as many
students with parking decals as there are
spaces.
Pace explained he does not feel the University needs more parking because of the
effectiveness of the shuttle buses which run
daily.
"Students can park by the stadium and
catch one of the shuttle buses, which will take
them to the library in the center of campus,"
added Pace.
John Lippard, a Clemson senior disagrees.
He said he has tried to park by the stadium but
always has difficulty catching a shuttle bus,
especially in bad weather.
"If I do park down by the stadium, I will
end up having to wait for the shuttle, and then
usually be at least 10 minutes late to class."
Pace said the University would like to
build a multi-level parking garage for students and faculty but the cost is too steep to
afford. It would cost each student between
$300 and $500 more a year because of the
high cost of supplies and labor for construction.
"The average cost to build a beneficial
parking garage would be between $5-$6,000
a parking place, which would be costly to the
University. No one wants to pay the extra
money to build this facility," Pace said.
Pace said although the University makes
approximately $ 1.1 million a year from parking decals and fines, this money goes into
rejuvenating the existing parts lots.
"All the money earned is put right back
into parking so that the parking will be continually updated in order to best provide the
student," Pace said.
Pace said the University averages between
185-190 tickets per day. He says most tickets, with the exclusion of parking in specialty
zones such as handicapped parking, are only

Kim Hannah/staff photographer

Commuting students fight for parking spaces during the early morning hours. According to parking statistics, there are far more commuters than spaces available.
$ 10 fines if the student pays them on time. If
the student neglects to pay within two weeks,
the cost of the fine will be doubled.
Pace added the number of tickets written
for parking violations has been steadily
dropping for the last four semesters, a fact he
attributes to the increased routes of the shuttle
buses and improved efficiency.
Although Pace believes the University is
doing a good job improving the parking, the
majority of the students still are disenchanted
with what's available.
Julie Whitehead, a junior, voices a typical complaint of resident students. "I live in
Calhoun Courts, which does not have nearly
enough parking."
"As a result, my only alternative is to
park in the pit, which is a long distance from
my apartment and then walk all the way
back to my apartment or park in a local
■■I
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neighborhood and hope my car is not damaged," Whitehead said.
"I don't think it's fair we have to pay $ 18
for a parking decal when we can't even find
a parking space," said Amy Kennedy, a
University senior who is displeased with
parking.
Kennedy says she believes one solution is
to ban freshman from having cars on campus. She said this would eliminate most of
the parking problems. "I realize many of the
students are from out of state and it would not
be practical for them not to be able to park on
campus, but this solution is better than any
Clemson has come up with," Kennedy said.
Another difficulty produced by the lack
of parking at the University is many students
have to walk a long way in the dark to their
dormitories.
Pam Watts and Heidi Hansen are two
Clemson juniors who do not feel secure since
« ■%
•
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they have to walk from the pit to Byrnes at
night.
"I don't think it's right a female student
has to walk all the way back to her dorm at
night just because she wanted to go in town to
get something to eat," Watts said.
Hansen agrees with Watts on this issue
and adds that on Sundays, although the
shuttles are running, it is almost impossible
to get on because they are so crowded with all
the people returning from the weekend.
The main problem seems to be in commuter parking. There were 9,144 commuting
students as of the 1990 fall semester. There
are presently 3,009 commuter parking spaces,
according to Parking Services statistics. This
averages out to one parking space for every
three students.
Until enrollment decreases or the University finds more solutions, the buzzards will
continue to circle the parking lots waiting to
least on an op
jeast
opoi space.
m

LAPD officers plead not guilty in King oeating
By Lois Timnick and Ronald L. Soble
(c) 1991, Los Angeles Times
LOS ANGELES - Four Los Angeles
police officers captured on videotape during
the beating of Rodney G. King pleaded not
guilty to criminal charges Tuesday, as dozens of their colleagues refused to be questioned by FBI agents investigating possible
civil rights abuses by the force.
The FBI has interviewed only a handful of
officers since Monday, when agents began
contacting all 246 officers assigned to the
Los Angeles Police Department's Foothill
Division in the northern San Fernando Valley.
Officers have been counseled by their
union to seek immunity from criminal prosecution before talking with agents. However,
the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division, which is coordinating the inquiry, is
still weighing whether to make such offers.
At the same time, a Justice Department
source told the Los Angeles Times that the
FBI may be unable to prove that a pattern of
police brutality exists.
"My gut reaction is this (investigation)
will settle into the King affair," the source
said. Teams of FBI agents continued to work
their way late Tuesday through a list of 246
officers assigned to the division as part of a
federal probe into alleged police misconduct
by what some critics have characterized as an
"outlaw" unit in the north San Fernando
Valley.
The few officers who have agreed to talk
were contacted at their homes before they
had a chance to seek legal advice, according
to the Los Angeles Police Protective League.
None were questioned at the Foothill station
Tuesday.
Although critical of the Justice Department for sending agents to officers' homes,

"The chief's position is that officers
have an affirmative duty to cooperate
in official investigations of this
type/'
Lt. Fred Nixon
police department spokesman
Police Chief Dary 1F. Gates has instructed his Koon and Officers Laurence M. Powell,
officers to cooperate with the federal investi- Timothy E. Wind and Theodore J. Briseno.
individually denied guilt.
gation.
The five-count indictment, returned by
"The chief's position is that officers have
an affirmative duty to cooperate in official the Los Angeles County grand jury, charges
investigations of this type." said police de- each officer with one count of assault with a
partment spokesman Lt. Fred Nixon. "(But) deadly weapon and one count of unnecessarour officers have Constitutional rights and ily beating a suspect under color of authority.
we would not in any way seek to deprive The indictment further alleges that Koon,
Powell and Wind inflicted great bodily injury
them of those rights."
A lawyer retained by the Protective League on King, that Koon and Powell filed a false
said that Foothill officers are torn between police report, and that Koon's cover-up efobeying Gates' orders and protecting them- forts render him an accessory after the fact.
On Tuesday, Supervising Superior Court
selves.
"They're caught in this dilemma of not Judge Gary Klausner denied defense moviolating the chief's orders but at the same tions to delay the trial or to reject the indicttime looking out for their own interests," said ment as insufficient.
He also ruled that, under the newly enattorney Diane Marchant.
She said that FBI agents told her they did acted Proposition 115, the defendants do not
not plan to pursue unwilling officers, at least have a right to a preliminary hearing.
He assigned the case to Superior Court
for now, and were concentrating instead on
Judge John Reid, 43, a relatively new judge
those making "voluntary statements."
While the FBI probe continued, the four who in a non-jury trial earlier this month
indicted officers appeared Tuesday in Los convicted a Los Angeles County sheriff's
Angeles County Superior Court to answer deputy of killing his girlfriend.
The officers were ordered back to court
the charges.
The officers, depicted on a videotape of Thursday, when pretrial motions and a tentathe March 3 beating, pleaded not guilty to tive trial date in late April will be set.
Defense attorneys, citing their clients' incharges of assault and excessive force.
Standing with their attorneys, Sgt. Stacey C. ability to get a fair trial in the glare of intense

publicity, said that they are weighing whether
to ask the judge to move the trial out of Los
Angeles county. Such moves are rare: only
twice in the past decade have such motions
been granted in Los Angeles County.
But noting that even President Bush has
expressed an opinion on the incident — Bush
said that the videotape made him "sick" _ the
lawyers said that they may also seek a continuance "until the case dies down and there
is less interest."
Lawyers for Briseno, who faces lesser
charges than the others, also indicated they
will seek to have him'tried separately from
the other officers. The grand jury that indicted the four will return Thursday to examine the actions of other officers who were
present at the beating scene but failed to
intervene.
The King incident began with a traffic
stop and ended with the 25-year-old Altadena,
Calif, man hospitalized with severe injuries
caused by more than 50 baton blows and
kicks by the arresting officers. The beating
triggered nationwide outrage and prompted
the Department of Justice to conduct a
sweeping review of police brutality in cities
across the country.
It has also prompted calls for Gates' ousk -.
Gates has steadfastly refused to step down.
On Tuesday, a police department spokesman
said that Gates was planning on holding a
news conference Wednesday to disclose a
plan for "restoring the luster" of the Los
Angeles Police Department, both in the eyes
of the public and policemen appalled by the
blow to the department's image.
"You can't have this much distraction
without it having a negative impact on morale," explained police department spokesman Nixon, adding it is time for police to
leave the King incident to the courts while
resuming their efforts to protect Los Angeles.
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Opinions
Editorial
The promotions
and raises must
stop immediately!
The past year has been particularly troublesome
monetarily for much of South Carolina. Hurricane
Hugo and the general economic recession that currently plagues this nation have combined to create
severe budget problems.
Clemson University has not been exempt from
suffering the same budget problems that many families in the state and nation now face. Clemson annually requests state funds based on a formula used to
determine estimated operating needs. Last year, the
University presented its budget requests and received
only about 86% of
the funds it requested. This year
the University is
In light of the current
set to receive only
budget crises, the University
about
76% of the
shoud attempt to curtail all
types of spending
funds it has
requested.
During the present budget "crisis", the students
were assessed a slight tuition increase last year and
have been asked to accept again a 6% tuition increase
for the coming year. In addition, some lower level
employees of the University have been asked to take
week long furloughs without pay to help conserve
money. A 6% tuition increase would be financially
troublesome to many Clemson students and their
families; A week off from work without pay could be
almost devastating to some employees of Clemson
that live from one paycheck to the next.
In spite of these facts, the University has not seen
fit to curtail employee promotions and the creation of
new high-level, high-wage positions within the administration. Many of these promotions and new
positions involve substantial raises for those administrators who receive them.
There has been a particularly notable rise in the
number of new vice-presidencies created around
campus, all of which will result in substantial raises
for the recipients. The fact that some of these positions seem to be simply duplicates of existing positions is apparently going disregarded.
It is understandable that Hurricane Hugo and the
recession were unavoidable ecircumstances, but if
some of us have to suffer under these conditions of
duress, all of us should have to suffer together. It is
not appropriate for students and certain administrators
and departments to be bearing the burden of financial
crisis while other administrators give themselves and
their peers promotions and raises as if no crisis even
exists.
When a budget situation such as this one presents
itself, the first thing that should be done is a freeze
should be placed on all raises until the state can return
to an ability to supply the funding needed by different
institutions who rely on it. In this way, the burden of
this crisis would be shared by all, not shifted from the
administration to the students and lower level employees.
To continue to disregard the moral implications of
this situation, where it seems as if the rich are getting
richer and the poor poorer, is the kind of activity
which sheds the worst light on Clemson administrators.

Our Position:

We need your help to do our best
It is typical of people who are
new to jobs to come in with heads
and hearts almost filled to bursting
with new goals and ideas. When the
job is thought of like I think of mine
as editor-in-chief of The Tiger, that
is, from the point of view that the
job is one which fills a community
service, this tendency is especially
hard to get past.
Optimism fights valiantly to
color the world in shades of rose,
and idealism burns brighter than a
person can hardly stand. But I read
my predecessor's last column carefully.
I read respectfully of how
overzealous ambition gives way to
acceptance of practical limitations,
of how uncompromising initiative
turns into battle-weary determination to simply do the best you can.
Further, I have been around this
university long enough to know
firsthand how quickly the longstanding walls of the good oV boy
network which shield our administration can repel even the most
dedicated, most liberal crusaders
who try to bring about change.
No, I haven't given up hope that
Clemson University can someday
live up to all the things it promises
those who come here. I just realize
that no one person, or one organization, can push for change when they

are alone. It takes a concerted effort
by all who are concerned about
trying to improve the status quo.
This is where your part begins to
take shape.
The Tiger is not an omnipresent,
omniscient entity with a direct line
to the problems and crises which
take place daily on our campus.
i

TERRY
MANNING
EDITORIN-CHIEF
We are not there every time a
student feels put upon by hi s teacher
or the uncaring forces in the
adminstration. We are not there every time somebody writes "Nigger"
on somebody's door. We are not
there when Crowe guards manhandle students. We are not there
when some coed is taken advantage
of by her date. We are not even
there when secretaries are harrassed
or exploited by theirbosses, or when
bosses feel a little too secure with
their jobs and start skimming from
their organization's coffers.
We can't be there for every infraction or violation or infringement. But you can be there. You are

already there. You're that student,
that coed, that secretary, that maintenance worker, that resident assistant. You are the eyes and ears we
wish we could be.
And we need you to help us tell
your stories. We need you to let us
know what is going on in Clemson.
Let us be the spotlight which exposes the corruption that is compromising
the
"Clemson
experience" for so many of her students. I won'tpromise that we will
be able to always solve the problem
you have, but perhaps we can expose the situation to people who
can solve the problem. This is the
very least we can do.
We are a student newspaper. By
students, for students. And we want
to do the best we can to serve you.
This is not some unattainable idealistic vision we have. We just understand that we work best when you
help us to work best. Write us, call
us, come to our offices, do anything
you need to do to help us help you.
Do anything, that is, but sit around
and continue to be a silent victim.
Clemson promises a lot, and we
came here looking for a lot. It's
time to call all cards on the table.
We're helping those who come tomorrow if we help this place live up
to its promises today. And we're
helping ourselves as well.

Wc\t ®tger
E. MANNING
editor-in-chief
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Speaking Out

Letters
Clemson soldier praises
student body's support

Tyler Darden/ senior staff photographer

QUESTION:

Should kegs be allowed back on campus?

To the Editor,
I recently received in the mail a copy of the January 25th
Tiger. It was heartwarming to see the amount of support I
have from my peers at home. The little things like the "We
Support Desert Storm" sign taped into a Johnstone window
mean a lot to a Marine thousands of miles from home. Keep
that flag in the air and be proud of it. The love of it and
what it stands for are why we are here.
Despite the opinions of an overly vocal minority, ours is
a just cause. It is time to rid the world of tyrannical dictators
and the fear and opression that they inflict. We are not here
for money, and we are not here for oil. We are here to
establish a new world order. An order of "Liberty and
Justice for All" that has worled for 214 years in the greatest
nation on Earth.
Please continue to pray for and support our troops.
Support is more reliable than the mail and prayer is quicker!
We will be victorios. God bless you Clemson!
Semper Fidelis,
Cpl. Derrick R. Jordan, USMCR

Administrators offer
thanks to student testees
To the Editor,
In the last issue, The Tiger ran a story about the results of
a general education test which was taken by about 900
Clemson students last fall. The story was factual as reported
but did not reflect our sincere appreciation for the efforts of
those students who participated. University life is filled with
examinations and no student in his or her right mind enjoys
taking an examination which does not count toward graduation requirements. The fact that many students did exactly
that, on the Clemson campus last fall, is a clear testimonial
to the fact that Clemson students are willing to become
involved in their own education and concerned about the
quality of their educational experiences.
Determining the effectiveness of a general education
curriculum is difficult at best, but without the cooperation
and assistance of students, the participants in the program, it
is virtually impossible. Our efforts are intended to improve
the education process at Clemson and add value to the
degrees granted. By participating in examinations such as
the one last fall, and responding to surveys from the university, students really are contributing to the improvement of
the process for themselves as well as for students who will
succeed them.
We sincerely appreciate the spirit of cooperation which
has been evident to this point, and look forward to continued student support.
David G. Underwood
Director of Assessment
Ronald W. Nowaczyk, Chair
University Assessment Committee

WSBF 'thanks' Tiger for
promotions work
To the Editor,
The staff of WSBF would like to thank The Tiger for the
ever increasing amount of publicity that your 'newspaper'
has given us. The increase in our listenership makes it
obvious that we will never have to worry about changing
our format to fit those who have no interest in trying something different. Again thank you.
Anthony J. Counts
News Director, WSBF

Yes. Because people have to drive off
campus to keg parties now, it would
remove the need to drive.
Bob Mulvihill
sophomore

Yes. Kegs should be allowed back on
campus because they are more economical.
Jeff Leonard
sophomore

Yes. Beer is good.
R.V. Ramage
freshman

Police Brutality: A National Problem
Hollywood producers take great
pride in portraying members of
Southern law enforcement as backwards, racially motivated rednecks
who take great pride in inflicting
punishment on innocent members
of minority groups.
Events in the North and the West
Coast in recent months show misconceptions of the Southern system
may be brought on as a reflection of
what's really going on in their own
backyard.
Three weeks ago, the video tape
of Rodney King taking a beating at
the hands of members of the LAPD
made some mouths drop in homes
across America. Maybe King was
speeding or driving under the influence, but those charges don't carry
a mandatory sentence of being
beaten senseless.
I understand police officers potentially place their lives on the line
everyday and in situations where
their lives are threatened they have
the right to fight back with force.
How can one unarmed man present
a potentially threatening situation
when 20 police officers are in his
immediate area? Even if King presented a threat, isn't 56 blows from
clubs a little too much force to be
fighting back with?
The officers who beat King deserve punishment, but above all,
they deserve to lose their jobs. A
police officers main concern should

be to uphold the laws he is sworn to
protect. A cop's duty is not to be the
enforcing agent, the judge and the
juryPolice Chief Daryl Gates is being called on by everyone from
newspaper editorial staffs to dishwashers to resign. I don't think he
should. Gates does have the obligation to tell his men how far they can
-

DEAN
LOLLIS
NEWS
EDITOR

£»

go, but it stops there.
As the policemen's boss, Gates
can't ride around with them at all
times. I do feel, however, that gates
must act quickly and toughly to
deal with the problem. The LAPD
has to come clean on this matter and
Gates has to be the man to do it for
them.
If brutality in the LAPD is a
problem, Gates needs to say so now,
so it can be dealt with.
The case in LA is not the only
one of its type. Last year, an NBC
cameraman filmed a police officer
shove an already subdued and
handcuffed person's head through
the front window of a store. That

Viewpoints

officer is currently on trial and it is
expected this sudden national
awareness of brutality will affect
the outcome of his trial.
In another case, former Los Angeles Laker Jamal Wilkes was
pulled over in LA by police and
arrested for no reason. Wilkes is
now suing the police department.
The real question of instances
like this is "How often does police
brutality occur?" I have a feeling
that to some extent it occurs in all
areas of law enforcement.
Last semester, for example,
while I was working for the student
police, I saw Crowes security
guards who used what I felt was
undue force when they busted a keg
party last semester in Thornhill
Village. A guy smarted off to the
Crowe and the Crowe threw him
against the wall and asked him if he
wanted to fight.
With the way things are going,
the guy should have said yes and
taken the Crowe in the court system
for all he is worth.
Police brutality and racism in
law enforcement is not simply a
Southern stereotype. It is a national
problem and its time something was
done to stop it.
If it doesn't stop, we will be
getting more people who should be
convicted of crimes suing the officer who arrested them because he
used to much force.
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The Tiger
is looking for
talented artists and cartoonists.

Call our offices at 656-2150
or
attend our next staff meeting
Sunday, March 31, 1990 at 8 p.m.
in room 906 of the University Union.

Attention Faculty,
Staff & Students...
$
IPTAY STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD #|

SPRING GAME DAY
APRIL 6, 1991
10 A.M.

Men's and Women's Track Meet
Field Events
(Rock Norman Track Complex)

11:40 A.M. Athletic Honors and Awards
(Memorial Stadium)

49 Six Week Total Fitness Plan
$
75 Entire Summer Starting Now!
10 Free tanning sessions
with 1 year University Special
$

at 195
exp 4/5/91

12:00 Noon Spring Football Game
(Frank Howard Field)

1:00 P.M.

Lady Tiger Tennis vs. N.C. State
(Sloan Tennis Center)

1:00 P.M.

Track Meet Running Events

2:00 P.M.

Soccer Alumni Game
(Riggs Field)

3:00 P.M.

Clemson Baseball vs. U.N.C.

We Want You
To Start Now

Total Fitness
654-3066

(Tiger Field)
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War in Iraq not only American
victory but also human tragedy
by Craig C Kling
editorial editor
A few days ago as I was watching
news clips of triumphant American
soldiers returning from the Persian
Gulf, I felt that same sense of patriotism and pride that I have through
much of the conflict, the same sense
of patriotism and pride that a vast
majority of the American population
feels at this very moment.
I can't remember a time in my
life when I've seen so many
American flags flying in front of so
many houses. Most Americans are
happy with the leadership of the
country and with the Presidency. A
recent poll states that 65 percent of
the U.S. population thinks that this
country is going in the right direction. This is opposed to 29 percent
who thought so before the war began.
The point I want to make is that
is has taken a particularly destructive and lop-sided victory in a war
for Americans to feel the patriotism
and love of country we should always feel.
When the war broke out, there
was a great sense of fear, fear that
thousands of American lives might
be lost. Most Americans, myself
included, felt that Iraq should be

annihilated by continuous air strikes
to make sure that the fewest amount
of American lives would be lost in
the conflict. Under the circumstances, there was no other course
of action that we could have taken
to protect our soldiers.
One of the saddest aspects of the
war is the number of Iraqi soldiers
that were killed during these raids.
Reports range from 50 to 100
thousand, we may never know for

commentary
sure. Some of the first pictures to
emerge from the region after the
invasion were of ragged Iraqi troops
that had endured 40 days of continuous bombing, many of whom
did not support Saddam Hussein
but merely wanted to surrender.
Soldiers that lived in constant fear
and terror, soldiers that lived in
unimaginable conditions, soldiers
that also have homes and families
just like Americans.
Now that the war has been over
for a month, we should take some
time to reflect back on what has
happened. As American patriotism
reaches levels that have not been
seen before the conflict in Vietnam,
many Americans seem to view the
war in the Gulf as if it were a foot-

ball game. It is as if Clemson traveled down to Columbia and demolished the University of South
Carolina 49-0. then we all came
back and had a party. The fact of the
matter is that people are dead,
thousands of Iraqis killed by allied
forces, thousandsof Kuwaitis killed
by Iraqi forces and, lest we forget.
American and allied troops killed
by Iraqis.
We need to remember our returning soldiers as heroes and treat
them as such. There is no doubt that
our cause in the war was just, we
did what we had to do, but in the
midst of all this post-war jubilation,
we need to be ever mindful of the
results. We need to remember and
lament the loss of life that has occurred on both sides of the conflict
and to the innocent people in the
middle. We need to remember how
lucky we have been as a nation
throughout the conflict. We need to
find other ways to achieve patriotism towards our country. Ways
that don't involve our own sons and
daughters, mothers and fathers and
brothers and sisters putting their
lives on the line thousands of miles
from home.
Finally, we need to take steps to
keep a human tragedy like this from
ever happening again.
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Gotta Gripe?
Teacher trying
to get over on
ya? Got the
dirt on some
body in Sikes?
Write a letter
to The Tiger.
■<

Brand New
Student Housing
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments Units available
for May and August of 1991
'Shuttle Bus Transportation is available to view 'apartments'

Call Burton Properties
at either
654-2412
or

653-7717
Yes, We're open on Saturday and 2-5 on Sunday
After Hours/weekends, call: 654-3444 or 654-2506
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Syndicated columnist takes lookat police brutality case
By William Rasberry

WASHINGTON-But for technology and luck, the recent police
beating of a black Los Angeles motorist might not have triggered a fullscale investigation even by the local
NAACP. But because George
Holliday had a video camera and a
lucky view of the scene, the Justice
Deaprtment is now looking at police
brutatlity cases from around the
country.
Attorney
General
Dick
Thornburgh ordered the review following a Thursday morning breakfast meeting wiht two black
congressmen, John Conyers (DMich.) and Edolphus Towns (DN.Y.), after the head of the FBI had
refused their request for an investigation of brutality allegations.
Under ordinary circumstances,
Rodney King— even with his smashed
skull, broken leg, concussion and
burns from an electric stun gun—might
have been a poor case on which to
demand federal action. It might have
been obvious that he was a victim of
excessive force, but a lot of people

would have believed that the 25-yearold King, who had served time for
robbery, brought it on himself: leading police on a wild, high-speedchase
and then attacking them like a crazy
man after he was caught.
Civil-rights activists might have
believed him, but still might have
found it prudent to wait for a "good
case": a prominent minister, a business executvie, someone of sterling
character and reputation. If it comes
down to the word of the victim against
the police, the victim has to be credible. Indeed, had his injuries been
less severe. King might not have filed
an official complaint on his own behalf.
That's the thing about police
brutatlity. It seldom happens to people
whose manner and appearnance suggest the possibility that they could
make trouble for abusive officers.
And because "good cases" are so
rare, complaints are treated with
skepticism by those unfamiliar with
police behavior.
That's why a half dozen members
of Congress decided to take advantage of Holliday's videotape to press

forafederal investigation. "Weknow
that a lot of cases go unreported,
because many black and Hispanic
victims think that's just how some
police officers behave," Towns said
Thursday. "They know it's usually a
matter of your word against theirs,
and the tendancy is to believe the
officers. But inasmuch as this case
was so thoroughly documented, we
decided to ask FBI Director William
Sessions to do an in-depth study of
the problem."
"When Sessions said he was prepared to prosecute cases where the
evidence was clear, but not look for
systematic problems, Conyers and I
decided to take it to Thornburgh."
The attorney general, to his credit,
brought the suggestion. He agreed to
order an investigation by the departments civil rights division into six
years' worth of brutality complaints
from across the country—at least 22
cases—looking for what Conyers
called "a culture of violence."
"Those engaged in law enforcement must be among the first to assume the observance of the civil rights
and civil liberties of all citizens,"

them more responsive to the communities they serve."
Meanwhile, Los Angeles Police
Chief Daryl Gates has apologized "to
the members of other departments
because we have brought shame and
dishonor to the profession. It is a
unanimous opinion of this department that that kind of conduct was
wrong. It was humiliating."
"One of the failures of this organization is that we bring in police officers from the human race. And
human beings fail." It may be little
more than an attempt to resist demands for his resignation, but the
words, at least, are right.
Police officers are members of the
human race. But so are the people
they serve, including those they
sometimes have to arrest.
Some cops—not all, nor even most,
but some—forget this fundamental fact
of police work, preferring to see
themselves as occupying forces rather
than servants of the people. And that's
why that videotaped beating, though
unarguably worse than most, is far
from the isolated incident Gates would
have us believe it is.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT
NATURE'S ESSENCE

The Tiger Letter Policy
All letters to the editor must be no longer than two
pages, typed double-space, and must include the
author's correct name and ID number, address, and
a phone number by which the author's identity can
be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor. We do,
however, reserve the right to edit letters before they
are published on the editorial pages. We also reserve
the right to reject any letters that we find inappropriate for publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial Editor,
P.O. Box 2097, or bring them by the offices at Suite
906 of the University Union. Letters must be typed
and received no later than 1 p.m. on the Wednesday
prior to that Friday's issue.

Thornburgh said after the breakfast
meeting.
Towns is thrilled at the decision.
"A lot of people are already coming
forward to confirm what we already
know: that there is still a lot of police
brutality going on," he said. "What
will come of it? Several things. To
begin with, the fact of police brutality
will be proven if we have hearings
across the country. Second, there's
the hope that we can look at police
training, particularly with regard to
sensitivity to blacks and Hispanics.
In addition, we may come to understand more about the tensions of police work. That's an important factor,
and it may be helpful to think about
rotating officers from area to area,
just to relieve some of that tension."
"But the main thing is that it should
help the credibility of law enforcement officers. Blacks and Hispanics,
who may need the police more than
most people, are the most likely to be
the victims of police misconduct. With
any luck, this investigation will do
for other police departments what
(Police Commissioner) Lee Brown
has done for New York: help make

Next to Holiday Fitness
At - Oak Point
4124 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, SC 29621

(803)225-0008
WE FEATURE "BOTANICUS" BATH, FRAGANCE AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS - GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE AND "AFFORDABLE" OUR PRODUCTS DO NOT CONTAIN SULPHATES,
GREASY OILS, OR ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
OUR PRODUCTS ARE ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE,
AND NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS
COME IN AND TEST OUR LOTIONS AND PERFUME OILS
2.00 OFF ANY PURCHASE OF $10 or more, until 5/1/91

$

We are open Monday - Friday 12:00 PM to 8:30 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM

FAMILY HAIRSTYUNO
Downtown C!emson

654-6555

Brenda Arseneau Dukes

Head Hunters
—HWRSTYUSTS—
Victoria Square
150 College Ave.
Clemson SC 29631

Brenda is formerly from Carolina
Styles in Orangeburg S.C. with
10 years of experience she specializes in Sunglitz highlighting,
cutting and perming. Long and
short hair on guys and gals of all
ages! Brenda's special for April &
May get sunglitz shampoo 1/2
price with any perm or Sunglitz
highlight.
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How do your teachers rate?
by Dean Lollis
news editor
Student Government is offering students a chance to find out
what kind of teacher they will be
getting next semester.
A booklet, which will sell for
four dollars, allows students to see
the response of teacherevaluations
that were turned in to Student
Government.
Debbie Connelly, research and
development director for student
government, served as editor of
the book. "It was a lot of work,"
she said. "We had pretty good
response from students, but it took
a lot of time compiling the infor-

mation."
In the editor's note, Connelly
writes, "This is the first attempt that
Student Government has made at
publishing a student guide to classes.
We have learned along the way
what to do, what not to do and how
to improve for next year's publication."
Despite the work involved with
this first year effort, Connelly thinks
it is a success. "I think it turned out
pretty good for the first year," she
said. "We had a good many people
buyingthem. Wejustwanttocover
our printing costs. We are not
looking to make a profit."
Student government will sell the
books this week and next week.

The Tiger needs an assistant news editor. If you
like writing news, then
give Dean a call at
656-4006.
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Clemson public safety officer
discusses police brutality issue
by Paula Eichelberger
staff writer
Police brutality is a crime that
has long gone unpunished. Now
that the public has been enlightened by the videotape of the L.A.
incident involving the brutal
beating of an allegedly speeding
motorist, many people are asking themselves "What does it all
mean and what can we do?" said
a University public safety officer.
John McKenzie, spokesman
for the University Police Department, says he is glad the public is
being made aware of the problem
of brutality. Police departments
unfortunately have certain oversights built into the system, he
said.
McKenzie hopes the public
sees they cannot leave everything to the police - they are not
perfect.
He questions the training of
the officers involved in violent
incidents. For example, an officer has the right to defend himself. The type offeree, however,

is determined by individual discretion. Training shapes discretion,
he said.
McKenzie is concerned about
the rookies who observe the behavior of senior officers involved
in these situations. The result could
possibly lead to a trend of detrimental methods of law enforcement
due to improper training, he said.
When asked about the effect
of job related stress on brutality,
McKenzie insisted that people who
join the police force join as public
servants. "They do not expect to be
well paid or to have reasonable
hours," he said. "However they do
expect to see a certain degree of
violence."
McKenzie disagrees with reports
of job-related stress, but he says job
related stress stemming from work
conditions are only a small part of
the problem. Much of the frustration is a result of a breakdown of the
court system, he said. Due to red
tape, many officers risk their lives
only to find their work is in vain-the
accused cannot be prosecuted.
McKenzie stressed the fact that

the population in general is more
violent. Property crimes, he said,
are down whereas violent crimes
are on the rise.
With problems like lack of
prosecution, increased red tape,
overcrowded prisons and changes
in current law, one can only conclude that the instability of our
judicial system contributes to
problems within police departments.
■ The public has lost confidence
in police officers, he said, and
this will no doubt take its toll on
all of society. More officers will
be injured because they will
hesitate to defend themselves.
Civil litigation against officers
will increase which will further
inhibit officers. Officers will
become more cynical and less
respected. While crimes may
increase, arrests will most likely
decline.
McKenzie stresses in no way
does he condone the behavior of
the L.A. police officers. He said
they are indubitably guilty of aggravated assault.

Seen something suspicious?
Got some interesting information?
Gotta hot news tip?
f

If it s good enough it could be worth $10!
The Tiger News department
can't possibly know about everything that is happening on
campus. That's where we need
your help. If you've got a news
tip call us and at the end of each
month, if yours is judged to be
the best, we will pay you $10.
News tips can remain confidential and no one will know of
your involvement.

Pick up the phone and call Dean at 656-4006
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ABC gives two Clemson bars time to appeal charges
Both could face 15
day suspension of
beer and wine license
from staff reports
Charges against two Clemson bars have been postponed
for an indefinite period of time
to allow the owners time to appeal, said Alcoholic Beverage
Commission officials last week.
TDs Food and Drink and
Sloan St. Tap Room could be
facing a 15 day suspension of
their alcohol licenses and a fine
of $ 1500 following an ABC investigation of the death of
Clemson junior Shannon Gill.
The bars are charged with
"permitting possession and/or
consumption of alcohol for
persons under 21 years of age,"
said Frank L. Valenta, Jr., ABC
legal counsel.
The suspension was scheduled to begin March 25, but after
only one bar had filed an appeal,
the ABC granted them more
time.
Jimmy Howard is the owner
of Sloan Street Tap Room and
Tyler Darden/senior staff photographer
Dwayne M. Brown is the presiSloan
Street
Tap
Room
(pictured
above)
and
TDs
Food
and
Spirits
could
face
a
15
day
suspension
of their
dent of TDs Food and Drink.
beer and wine licenses and a $1500 fine from the ABC.

The Tiger meets Sundays at 8p.m. in room 906 of the University Union.
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Coerced confessions can stand in court testimony
By Lyle Denniston
(c) 1991, The Baltimore Sun
WASHINGTON -The Supreme
Court, breaking with nearly a halfcentury of precedent, ruled 5-4
Tuesday that criminal convictions
based partly on a confession forced
out of the suspect do not always
have to be thrown out.
A coerced confession, the majority declared, may be treated as
merely a "harmless error" if there
was enough other evidence at the
trial to convict the accused person
anyway.
That result contrasted with a line
of decisions, going back perhaps to
1945, that had declared that any
time a jury has heard about a confession that was coerced, the guilty
verdict cannot stand - no matter
how strong any other proof of the
crime had been.
The ruling split the nine justices
into multiple splintered blocs, voting in different patterns on three
separate and crucial aspects of the
decision, thus creating what Justice

KEGS,
from page 1
The University Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Committee voted nine to two
in favor of allowing kegs registration in the social policy. Newlyelected student body president Greg
Horton stressed this is only in the
recommendation stage.
According to the committee's
proposal, keg beer would be allowed on campus with the following restrictions:
•All keg beer must be served in
12 oz. cups.
•A party must be large enough in
size to satisfy the alcohol-to-person
ratio servings in order to have a keg
present.
•Any violations or misuse of a
keg will be dealt with by not allowing the group to register a party for
one calender year.
•Wristbands will be marked by
the servers to regulate numbers of
servings to each person.
•When each person at the party
has finished all their allotted servings, the party is completed and the
keg must be "untapped" as soon as
possible.
Through its resolution, Senate
voted to support the recommendations.
In other senate news, the senate
found out:
•Harcombe is planning to continue having premium entree night
once a week, instead of the proposed once every two weeks.
•The tables senate asked be
placed in the Union Courtyard will
arrive in several weeks and be placed
there during the summer.
•Senate officers will be installed
during the meeting Monday night.

News is the
only section.
Call Dean at
656-4006 to
find out more.

Byron R. White publicly called a
"kettle of fish."
The key constitutional ruling was
supported by all five of the justices
who got their current places on the
court through nomination by Presidents Reagan and Bush.
The ruling appeared to mark a
major philosophical shift to the
conservative side on a central
criminal law issue, and raised the
prospect that the new dominant
group of five conservative justices
could control a whole series of rulings in that field, possibly undoing
several of the liberal results left
over from the years when Earl
Warren was chief justice.
The criminal law rulings of the
Warren years have often been the
target of law-and-order rhetoric in
political campaigns, and challenging them has been a favorite theme
of Republican administrations.
White, a moderate justice who
often has voted as a conservative on
criminal law questions, led the dissenters Tuesday. Although he almost neverreads any of his opinions

from the bench, he spoke twice, at
considerable length and with apparent emotion, as he alternated
with Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist in describing the multifaceted ruling.
A confession, White said, may
be "the most damaging evidence
that can be admitted" against an
accused person, so one that was
unconstitutionally coerced should
never be allowed to support a conviction, no matter what other proof
there is.
The chief justice, however, said
that allowing a coerced confession
into a case before a jury is only a
"trial error," subject to analysis as
to whether it was "harmless" because other evidence was sufficient
to convict.
White led a bloc of five justices
who ruled that in the case before
the court, an Arizona Death Row
inmate's confession to murdering
his 11 -year-old stepdaughter nine
years ago had been coerced. The
inmate, Oreste C. Fulminante,
while in prison for another crime,

had described the child's murder to
a fellow inmate after being promised protection from other prisoners who were threatening
Fulminante after they had heard he
had killed a child.
That coerced confession was
used at Fulminante's trial for the
Arizona killing, and White said that
it had been a critical factor in the
case. Joining White in declaring
that confession unconstitutional
because it was coerced were Justices Harry A. Blackmun, Thurgood
Marshall, Antonin Scalia, and John
Paul Stevens.
That part of the ruling, however,
simply applied existing law that
governs when a confession is invalid because it was forced.
But a different grouping of five
justices, who were led by the chief
justice, laid down the sweeping new
constitutional decision by declaring that coerced confessions, when
they find their way into a trial, may
be treated as "harmless" when other
evidence would have supported a
guilty verdict anyway.

Scalia supported that result, too.
as did Justices David H. Souter.
Anthony M. Kennedy and Sandra
Day O'Connor.
Souter is a Bush nominee to the
court. The others in the majority on
that point were Reagan nominees,
including Rehnquist, already on the
court when Reagan promoted him
to be chief justice.
One of the oddities of the decision, however, was that a third
combination of five justices actually threw out Fulminante's murder conviction. The court did that
because five justices - Kennedy
plus the four who had dissented on
the key constitutional point - joined
together to conclude that the facts
in the case suggested that
Fulminante was entitled to a new
trial. Those five agreed that, whatever else there was in evidence at
Fulminante's trial, there was not.
enough to convict him without the
coerced confession. Thus, the error
of allowing that confession into the
trial was found not to have been
harmless.
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Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Apple introduces the Macintosh LC. Macintosh® system you could afford
was just a dream, then the ne^ affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
< The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It ako comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to '
master; And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple® SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For further information visit

The Micro Center
in the basement of the
P& AS Building or call 656-3714

™^^^^

The power to be your best?

^^^^^A

5
™AP0'e Compu,e' lnc A<*>le-me A«*e "»°'ana Macintosh are registered trademarks ol Apole Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "Trie power to be your best" are trademarks ol Apple Computer li
MS-DOS is a registered trademark ot Microsoft Corporation OS/2 Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

^^_^^

j
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Iraq war casualty counts could be wrong, vet says
By Dan Fesperman
(c) 1991, The Baltimore Sun
WASHINGTON — When Col.
Trevor Dupuy was fighting the
Japanese in North Burma in the
summer of 1944, he learned an
important lesson about estimating
the casualties of a dug-in enemy.
Allied troops were besieging the
town of Myitkyina, andfigured they
had killed or wounded at least 3,000
ofthe defenders. They weren't even
close.
"It took until 10 years after the
war was over to find out that there
had been no more than 800 Japanese
in the town at any one time," said
Dupuy, a military historian considered the foremost expert on estimating and predicting battle losses.
It is an important lesson for everyone, including Dupuy, who is
now attempting to solve the Persian
Gulf war's grisliest mystery namely, how many Iraqi soldiers
were killed and wounded during
the six weeks of bombing and four
days of ground fighting. With much
key information still scarce, any

estimate at this early date is a "wild
guess," says Dupuy, whose 1990
book, "Attrition: Forecasting Battle
Casualties and Equipment Losses
in Modern War," is the definitive
work on the subject.
He and other experts said the
question may be unanswerable
without Iraqi help.
Even in World War II, enemy
casualty estimates often weren't
sorted out without the help of German and Japanese military records
obtained afterthe war. And military
analyst Harry Summers, of Bowie,
Md., said, "We still don't have any
definitive figures on the Korean
War. They're still a state secret (in
North Korea) after 40 years."
Even with Iraqi help, the task
would be complicated by the numbers of soldiers still dying in a nationwide insurrection. And, as for
the Iraqi military records that could
hold the key to an answer, James F.
Dunnigan, a military analyst and
historian based in New York, said,
"Records were destroyed during the
bombing when (the Allies) hit the
headquarters buildings." Nor were

those records that good to begin
with, according to one Pentagon
official, who said there hasn't yet
been a full accounting of the
country's casualties during its eightyear war with Iran.
But experts say the Pentagon
could come up with a reasonable
estimate on its own if it was willing
to spend enough time. In that case,
the issue will be whether the Pentagon sticks by its announced intentions to leave the "body count
business" to historians.
The Pentagon's only estimate so
far has been unofficial, coming from
media reports quoting "senior
Western military sources," who said

The criteria for the "model"
nursing home in South Carolina
will be a topic of study over the next
three years for a team of S.C. Agricultural Experiment Station researchers.
Agricultural economists Ken
Bowman, Jim Hite, Garnett
Bradford, and research associate
Suzanne McKown will examine
how operating cost differ among
the state's 134 existing nursing significantly throughout the state.
The study is funded by a
$240,000 research grant from the
South Carolina Health and Human
Services Finance Commission.
"The Commission wants to find
out what makes an economically
efficient elderly care facility," said
Ken Bowman. "When costs are
rising rapidly, it is important to find
a model facility that can serve as a
guide for other facilities."
The study will help determine
the variable and fixed factor costs
associated with the construction and
maintenance of nursing homes according to bed size groupings,
Bowman said. It also will determine
the effects of:
•nursing home location on variable and fixed factor costs;
•state and federal health regulations on South Carolina nursing
home structures;
•capital and operating costs of
facilities that are 10 years or older

Typeright
Four Ruben Square
Papers
Forms
Resumes
CIFs
Letters
Laser Printing
653-7901

versus newly constructed facilities
due to efficiencies gained in building and/or equipment improvements.
Bowman said the end result of
the three year study will be to provide a model to estimate the demand
for nursing home care in the immediate future and to define an
economically and efficiently operated nursing facility.
According to Jeff Saxon, bureau
chief with the Commission's Reimbursement, Methodology and
Policy Division, federal law requires
that state medicaid payment rates
are reasonable and adequate to meet
the costs that must be incurred by
efficiently and economically operated facilities.
The economic team currently is
collecting cost reports from the
Division of Long Term Care Reimbursements from the past three
years.
The study will be completed by
Feb. 1993.

the field when the war began.
"From the things I'm hearing,
even the Iraqis who were in charge
aren't even sure," said Mark
Herman, a Pentagon consultant in
Northern Virginia.
But there is plenty of information
available for the Pentagon to collect
without Iraqi help.
The first is the number of Iraqi
bodies that the Allies have buried
on the battlefield since the war
ended, and Pentagon spokesman
Pete Williams said Tuesday that
this figure _ though it may be a
small fraction ofthe total fatalities
— should be available within the
next few days.

HUBDIE WQSts
10% DISCOUNT

Nursing homes studied
from agricultural news services

about 100,000 Iraqis may have been
killed. Dupuy and others say that
figure sounds far too high. Dupuy
estimates, based on his own complicated formulas of firepower and
attrition, that nearly 35,000 Iraqis
were killed and wounded in the
ground fighting, with about a third
of those dead. The air campaign, he
said, may have added another
20,000 dead and 40,000 wounded.
Dunnigan, basing his estimate on
Pentagon sources, figures at least
50,000 Iraqis died.
But the biggest problem with all
these numbers is that no one, Pentagon officials included, is yet sure
how many troops the Iraqis had in

ALL STUDENTS,
ALL PURCHASES
WITH VALID I.D. CARD
GOOD SERVICE, GOOD FOOD,
GOOD PRICES

Breakfast Anytime
1001 Tiger Blvd.

0LEMS0N UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENT

654-4161

Student Government
Executive Branch
Positions

Cabinet:

Executive Offices:

Attorney Generals
Student Services
Public Relations
Treasurer
Executive Assistant
Research & Development
Activities
Organizations

Student Council Direction (Jr. Staff)
Minority Council
Greek Liaison
Elections Board
Interviews will be:
Tuesday
April 2
3-5 p.m.
Wednesday April 3
3-5 p.m.
Thursday
April 4
5-7 p.m.
Come to the Student Govt. Office to sign
up for a time and fill out an application

Student Government encourages all interested students to interview for these positions.
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Tiger One Cards go video
In February, Card Access Services began using a new and improved method of fabricating Tiger
1 Cards.
All new and replacement Tiger
1 Cards are now being made using
a video-imaging process.
A video camera is linked to the
computer, and when a person's
picture is taken, the camera stores
the person's image on the computer.
Personal data such as hair and eye
color, height, sex and race is also
stored on the computer. The card is
then printed with the person's image,
I.D. numbers, date of birth and
classification (student, faculty,
staff).
The new Tiger 1 Cards are made
in three steps. When the card is
loaded in the printer it is a blank
piece of plastic material. It is then
printed with the nonvariable information, such as "Ciemson University" and "Tiger 1 Card." The
information that varies from person
to person is printed second and finally the video image is printed.

"The new Tiger 1 Card is much better
than the old one because it is very difficult to alter and if it is altered, the
change is immediately evident"
Stan Guinn
director of Card Access Services
The card is then laminated.
"The new Tiger 1 Card is much
better than the old one because it is
very difficult to alter and if it is
altered, the change is immediately
evident," said Stan Guinn, director
of Card Access Services.
A faintly visible paw print, which
is part of the laminate material,
overlaps a portion of the image and
the date of birth. Should anyone
attempt to peel back the laminate to
change the photo or the date of
birth, the paw print will destroy the
top layer of the core material in an
uneven pattern. In addition, the
card information is printed in a
special typeface that is difficult to

U.S. holds more POWs
By David Lauter and John M.
Broder
(c) 1991, Los Angeles Times
WASHINGTON - While U.S.
troop numbers are declining in the
Persian Gulf, the number of Iraqi
prisoners of war continues to grow
as Iraqi troops surrender or are captured faster than the allies are releasing them. Allied forces now
hold 63,000 Iraqi prisoners - 3,000
more than when the cease-fire was
declared a month ago.
"We continue to have Iraqis turn
themselves into us and we still continue to find Iraqis coming out of
bunkers and hiding places in the
area which we control in southern
Iraq," Pentagon spokesman Pete
Williams said.
A total of 2,793 Iraqi prisoners
have been repatriated to date, offi-

cials said. But many prisoners have
pleaded to remain in allied custody
until the internal unrest has subsided, fearing that Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein's forces will punish them for deserting or surrendering.
In the past, U.S. soldiers in some
cases had turned away Iraqis who
were trying to surrender at American checkpoints, Williams said. But
that practice has ended, and all Iraqis wishing to turn themselves in
are being accepted, he said.
U.S. forces have turned over
23,084 Iraqi prisoners to Saudi authorities for repatriation to Iraq.
Under agreement with Baghdad.
Saudi Arabia is releasing a maximum of 1,000 Iraqi prisoners a day
because war-ravaged Iraq cannot
absorb any more returnees.

duplicate.
"One of the primary reasons that
Card Access Services has adopted
the video imaging system is to discourage the altering of Tiger 1
Cards. Another reason for the
change is the security and convenience the video-imaging process
offers," said Guinn. If a student
wishes to replace a card, the student's
image can be matched to him or her
immediately, since the student's
image and personal information is
stored on the computer system. The
lengthy proof-of-identification
process is eliminated and the stored
image can even be used for the
replacement card.

For those
Earth
Lovers:

New cards are being issued on a
replacement basis only, and the old
cards will remain valid until an individual requires a replacement.
Freshmen and transfer students entering school for the summer session or attending summer
orientation will receive the new
Tiger 1 Cards, and within four to
five years, most students should
have the video-imaged cards.
Employees will also be issued
on a replacement basis only. Employees located at the agriculture
extension offices who cannot get to
Ciemson to replace their cards will
be allowed to send in a picture that
has been certified by their office
manager. A Tiger 1 Card will then
be fabricated for them.
The process for obtaining a Tiger 1 Cards will remain the same.
Anyone who needs a card should
go to the Card Access Office located
in Harcombe Dining Hall. The new
cards will contain all the information and retain the same privileges
as the old cards.

Shoot
photos
for The
Tiger.
Call
6564007 for
details.
I0-2CaIhounSt.

cwuJ

Ciemson, SC 29631

654-8600

EASTER SPECIALS

The Tiger is
printed on
100 percent
recycled
paper.

CAKES
Baked From Scratch
3 Layer Carrot Cake • $14.99 reg. $18.00
3 Layer Coconut Cake • $12.99 reg. $15.00
EASTER DECORATED CAKES
Easter Cross
Easter Bunny
Bible
Easter Duck
$15.00 reg. $19.00
BUTTER or WHOLE WHEAT Croissants
GREAT WITH EASTER LUNCH • $5.49/DZ. Reg. $6.00
SPRING AND SUMMER BRIDES
Remember Us For All You Wedding Cake
And Catering Needs!

ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!

654-8600

Course Evaluation Books
are available
at Student Government
&N«^ta4^;;Vft&ctt&

Come by student government office
to purchase your copy before
preregistration or call 656-2195.

easter

4
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"Find the best professor for you"
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World Roundup
Won't get involved in uprisings against
Hussein, U.S.
declares
WASHINGTON - The Bush
administration declared that it has
no intention of interfering in Iraqi
insurrections against Saddam Hussein. It also said it has definitely
abandoned the idea of shooting
down Iraqi helicopters being used
against the rebels. The assertion of
non-involvement echoed earlier
Administration statements.
Meanwhile, German Finance
Minister Theodore Waigel said in
Washington that his country will
pay the full amount of its pledged
financial aid for the Gulf crisis,
increasing U.S. chances to at least
break even on the war.

Soviets ready for
Moscow show-

Agriculture
sponsors
grant

down
MOSCOW - A day after the
Kremlin banned political protests
for three weeks, Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev stripped
Moscow's government of control
of its police.
Despite the ban, a coalition
pledged to hold a rally Thursday for
Gorbachev rival Boris N. Yeltsin.

Four hijackers
killed in
Singapore
SINGAPORE - Commandos
stormed a Singapore Airlines passenger jet and killed four Pakistani
hijackers after a nine-hour standoff
at the Singapore airport. All 118
passengers and 11 crew members
were reported safe.
Officials said the hijackers
commandeered the flight from
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and had
demanded the release of people
detained in Pakistan, including the
husband of former Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto.

Photo flashback
It may be hard to recognize Clemson's Outdoor Theater, but this is what it
looked like before its most recent renovations.

Gotta news tip? Call 656-4006 and ask for Dean.

Earth Day is coming

from agricultural news services
The South Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station announces its
third annual competitive grants
program for research in food processing, packaging and ornamental
horticulture.
Any University scientist conducting research in these or related
areas, in conjunction with scientists in the horticulture or food science departments, can submit
proposals to the Experiment Station
office by April 30. Allocations for
the 1991-92 winning projects will
be made by June 30, said D.C.
Coston, Experiment Station associate director.
The purpose of the competitive
grants program is to increase the
pool of scientists actively involved
in these and related research areas,
Coston said.
"Over the past two years these
competitive grants programs have
helped us greatly increase our research in food processing, packaging and ornamental horticulture, and
these are very important industries
to South Carolina," he said. "The
benefit from this research is tremendous."

Forestry Club
places in
competition

$lrmtetttit*l |nterti0lji^
Fall Semester 1991 & Spring Semester 1992
Sponsored by the Office of Student Development
Applications are currently being accepted for student interns to
conduct special projects for Clemson University's Presidential and Vice
Presidential offices. Candidates should exhibit an exemplary academic
record, superior leadership potential, and a poised public persona.
Students selected to fill the positions will gain valuable insight into
university operations and exposure to the internal procedures of some
of the most important administrative departments within Clemson
University. In addition, the students will receive a $600.00 stipend per
semester for an average of 15 to 20 hours of work per week.
Eligibility requirements for the positions are as follows:
•minimum cumulative grade point ratio of 3.0
•junior or senior, carrying a "full-time" curriculum course load.
•ability to initiate and complete projects with minimal supervision.

from staff reports

To receive applications or additional information contact:
During spring break, the University Forestry Club attended the
34th Annual Association of Southern Forestry Clubs Conclave at Virginia Tech University.
Clemsoncompeted with Bother
forestry clubs in physical events,
such as cross-cut sawing and pole
climbing, and technical events, such
as dendrology, wildlife and aerial
photography interpretation.
Clemson finished second in
technical events, third in physical
events and third overall. Clemson
received first place awards in archery, aerial photography, interpretation, and compass and pacing.
Next year's competition will be
at Louisiana Tech.

Alison Reynolds
Office of Student Development Activities
104 Holtzendorff Center
Clemson, SC 29634-4003
(656-0515)
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ANYONE INTERESTED IN FALL RUSH 1991
AUG, 18-25

Iflt

Upper classmen
(Drop-in
is:
"Wednesday, April'3,1991
Cktnson House (BaCCrootn
7:00 pm
Casual dress.
/

Sponsored by Panfiettenic:
Axa, AAn, Xft, AAA, Ar, r<DB,
KA0, KA, KKT, IIBO, ZTA
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Mexican immigrants killed by use of excessive force
By Hector Tobar
(c) 1991, Los Angeles Times
LOS ANGELES - Appearing at a
press conference Tuesday with the
relatives of several Mexican immigrants killed by authorities, the
Mexican Consul General in Los
Angeles criticized local law enforcement officials, saying they repeatedly use excessive force against
Mexican citizens.
Jose Angel Pescador Osuna
singled out the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department and the Los
Angeles Police Department, two
agencies he said were responsible
for the deaths of six Mexican citizens
in the past 12 months.
"Sheriff and LAPD officers have
shot honest people with no criminal
record," Pescador said. "Perhaps
these Mexican citizens were violating the law, but their actions do not
justify the loss of their lives as punishment, a gross violation of their
basic human rights."
The most recent death, the consul general said, occurred Saturday,
when deputies were summoned to a
domestic dispute at the home of

"Sheriff and LAPD officers have shot honest people
with no criminal record. Perhaps these Mexican
citizens were violating the law, but their actions do
not justify the loss of their lives as punishment, a
gross violation of their basic human rights."
Jose Angel Pescador Osuna
Mexican Consul General
Emiliano Camacho.
Camacho, 40, was shot and killed
by deputies when he appeared at
the front door holding a "rifle-like"
object, authorities said. The object
later turned out to be a 2-foot-long
wooden club, a sheriff's spokesman
said.
Camacho's widow said she is
considering legal action against the
deputies.
"I hope there will be justice,"
Evangelina Camacho said in
Spanish. "Why did they kill my
husband and leave my (three) children without a father?"

Capt. Ramon Sanchez of the
sheriff's East Los Angeles station
said the deputies' actions were
justified because they feared for
their safety.
Sanchez added that he was "irritated" by Pescador's statements
linking the Camacho shooting to
other incidents involving Mexican
citizens.
"They're implying that there are
racial overtones and that's ridiculous," Sanchez said. "I am the
captain of this station and I am
Hispanic. The officers involved in
this incident are Hispanic, them-

COLLEGE GRADUATES

Student Notice

Put your education to 'work—become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career for the 90's"

ON-LINE PREREGISTRATION
FOR SUMMER AND FALL 1991

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest graduate level ABA-approved
program in the Southeast
• Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers
in 38 states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available
• 7 month evening, program
• Diversified Curriculum—specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate —
including "Computers in the Practice of Law"

Dates:

Thursday, April 11, 9am - 5pm
Contact College Placement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.

Arrange advising appointments as early as your department/college will
permit. The preregi strati on system can be accessed during morning and
late afternoon/evening hours, but it will be turned off from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on regular class days. The preregistration system does not work as efficiently during the afternoon hours due to increased administrative and academic use of the mainframe computer. The instruction sheet obtained from
your adviser will show locations of terminals and available hours.

Courses:

To insure a better distribution of courses among all students, fall requests
may not exceed 19 credit hours. Where desirable, additional credits may be
added on registration day, August 20. The schedule of courses can be viewed
on-line at a computer terminal using the Student Information System
beginning March 1 and the printed book will be available in the University
Union by Friday, March 29.

800-223-2618 In Georgia, call 404-266-1060
Please send me information about a career as a Lawyer'* Assistant
Name
Address
. State

College

. Yr. Grad

Phone: (day) .

. (e»e)

April 8-12
Engineering
Forest and Rec. Resources
Liberal Arts
Nursing
Sciences

Time:

3414 Peachtree Rd, NE Atlanta, GA 30326

a*

Preregister during the dates indicated below for your college. Your computer
ID and password will not access the on-line system during the other dates.
Weekend dates April 6, 7 and 13 and 14 are open—all passwords are
acceptable. Students in study programs not aligned with any specific college
may preregister either week.
April 1-5
Agricultural Sciences
Architecture
Commerce and Industry
Education

Meet with our representative

The National Center for Paralegal Training

selves."
Pescador provided a list of 16
incidents throughout Southern
California in which the consulate is
investigating allegations of excessive use of force by law officers.
In response to one of those incidents earlier this year, the consulate sent a formal letter to Los
Angeles Police Chief Daryl F. Gates
to protest the shooting death of
Nicholas Contreras in South-Central Los Angeles.
Contreras was shot by officers
who said the Mexican immigrant
had threatened them with a gun he

was firing into the air during a New
Year's Eve celebration.
The consul general said he was
not satisfied with the response police officials gave to his request for
an investigation into the shooting
of Contreras and other Mexican
citizens.
"Until this date, all the petitions
for a thorough investigation... have
not obtained results," Pescador said.
"It is not possible that every death
of a Mexican national becomes just
another file."
Los Angeles Police spokesman
Lt. Fred Nixon declined tocomment
Tuesday, saying he had not reviewed the consul's statements,
which were made at a late afternoon
press conference.
Pescador also provided reporters
a copy of a letter he sent Tuesday to
the Mexican Secretariat of Foreign
Affairs.
The letter asks that the Mexican
government request through diplomatic channels a U.S. Departmentof Justice investigation into alleged
police misconduct against Mexican citizens in Southern California.

ap

In Clemson

FREEDOM RIDGE
APARTMENTS
new in 1989

Furnished and unfurnished
2 bedroom townhouses and flats
2 full baths
Washers and dryers in all units
1 mile to campus
Lots of storage space

A Few Individual Spaces Left
Zoned For Four People
Call Now
646-9990 or 646-2424

Changing You need to process change-of-major card by March 1, if possible. Ask for
Majors:
details in Student Records, 104 Sikes, if card is turned in after March 1.
Late
Penalty:
Steps:

On-line preregistration ends at 6 p.m., April 14. Afterwards, students turn in
preregistration cards to E-3 Martin. Scheduling personnel will enter course
requests, but class priority (Sr., Jr., etc.) will be lost.
1 . See your adviser and fill in preregistration cards with approved course
requests for summer/fall 1991.
2. Keep student copy of preregistration card. Note five digit advising
number in upper right corner of card. You will need to enter this
number along with your computer ID and password.

Plan In
Advance:

3. Enter course requests on computer terminal or personal computer
through dial-up access. Instruction sheet available from adviser lists
location of terminals and hours.
Know your computer ID and your password. If you do not use them regularly,
read the information below. A general instruction sheet will be available
from your adviser at preregistration time.

ID: Your computer ID is printed by your name in the campus phone book and on your
Registration Fee Receipt and Student Use Card.
Password: Each Clemson student has been assigned a unique password. If you regularly
use tcminals that are connected to the mainframe computer, you probably remember your
password. If you seldom use such a terminal, you may need to have a new password
assigned. For assistance, present a picture ID card at the Computer Center Help Desk in
the basement of the R. F. Poole Agricultural Center.
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What's Playing At The Y-Thcatcr?
Edgar's Entertainment presents,

Predator 2
Thurs.-Sat., April 28-30
7 &9:15 pm

$1.75

Grove

Highway 5
Next Week:

April 5

Misery,
Blue Steel

9 pm

Sun., April 31
7 &9:15 pm

Band
P
9

^2 at door

at door

Free w/ID

CDCC Presents the..

Atlanta Rhythm Section
Sat., April 6 at 4 pm
(following the Spring Football Game) in the Amphitheater
no cost
rain site in Edgar's

Outstanding Short Courses:
First Aid

Apr 115

$

CPR

Apr 122

$

Ballroom Dance

Apr 115 & 16

Beginning Shagging

Imago is coming

21
20

April 20 at 8 pm

$

12

Tillman Auditorium

Apr 115 & 16

$

12

$

Intermediate Shagging April 15 & 16

$

Sing up at Union Info Desk

Coming**.
College Night

6 student $8 public

12
Sponsored by the Cultural
Committee
Reservation are now being
accepted at the Information
Desk for shuttles to GSP for the
end of this semester. Costs vary.

''r»r»r«i r**

at

I

OVER

April 19

GEORGIA

$14.00

Tickets available at
the Union Information Desk

Also:
It isn't to early to reserve shuttles for
summer school and for fall of 1991
Ask for more details at the Information
Desk. (656-2461)
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Clemson's weekly source for entertainment and features

Clemson student returns home from Saudi Arabia
by Becky Weaver
staff writer
When most Clemson students received
Christmas presents and dreamed of snow,
Todd Usher received his military orders to
report to the Saudi Arabian desert.
While other students were worried about
credit card bills and dropping classes, Usher
was worried about his life.
Usher, ajunior in engineering and member
of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity, was stationed
in Saudi Arabia for the month of January as
a member of the Air National Guard. He was
transferred back to his unit in Eastover
January 29.
"I can't believe I was actually over there,"
said Usher in a telephone interview. "Sometimes when l think about it, it all seems like
it was just a dream."
Asa member of the Air Force reserve for
the past two years, he was aware of the
possibility of active duty and was not too
surprised to be notified of his calling on
Christmas Day.
Usher, now stationed at Myrtle Beach Air
Force Base, explained the events leading to
his duty. "They needed someone with my
skills over there. It was either me or three
other men who had families and jobs, so I
volunteered."
Leaving his base January 4, he was sent
co Delaware, and then to Saudi Arabia with
a brief stop in Germany. Usher said the
hardest part of the move was getting adjusted
to the time after being awake for his 45 hour
trip. "Saudi is eight hours ahead of us, so it
took me a full five or six days just to get back
on track."
After briefings on subjects such as Saudi
Arabian customs and survival wear, Usher
remembers, "they told us such things as
'drink plenty of water' and 'shake out your
boots before you put them on.' " He was
ready to begin his new job.
As a controller in a command center in
the largest Air Force base in the Gulf, Usher
was in "the nerve center of the Air Force
base." Although unable to identify the base
where stationed, he did elaborate "if you see
a report in the paper from an Air Force base
in central Saudi, that's most likely where I
was."
Usher's job, which consisted of him and
six other controllers "basically passing information and recording significant events,"
called for him to work shifts of twelve
hours. "Continuity is important. It makes
better sense to have two 12 hour shifts
instead of three 8 hour ones," he explained.
He usually left early to walk the three miles
from his tent to command control to allow
time for briefing by the previous crew.
Working the night shift from 7 p.m. to 7
a.m. meant that he was usually on duty
during SCUD missile attacks. But, although
he could not see patriot missiles intercepting
Scuds and could hear the attacks, no missiles
hit anywhere near his base. "We were either
too far out of range, or they didn't know
where we were."
Usher explains that the work was kind
of "off and on," comparing his job to a
fireman. "If there was a SCUD alert it could

Todd Usher waves his Bicentennial Clemson flag over the desert sand of Saudi Arabia last January. A line of military
tents make-up the background.
get pretty busy. We had to notify the airfields
while putting on our gas masks and still
answer the phone."
He admitted the first two weeks of the
were tense. "Adrenaline was running very
high on that first night while we watched all
of our planes taking off. Then they started
shooting back! At first it was scary, but then
it became routine. By the end of my stay, we
didn't even go to the bunkers anymore
during a missile attack. The biggest danger to
his base was not from the SCUD missile
attacks, but from terrorists. "We were always
under a heavy terrorist threat," he said.
Although there were no violent attacks on
the base, they did have a few incidents of
people counting planes and tents or "generally snooping around."
His night time shift was usually broken
up by a meal, commonly called a "midnight
dinner." Prepackaged for one, this meal was
officially termed a MRE or Meal Ready to
Eat and consisted of a combination of tasty
freeze-dried entrees. Usher remembers freezedried beef patties and freeze-dried tuna with
noodles usually wjth some kind of dessert.
He lost 10 pounds while stationed in Saudi
Arabia.
Usher's 12 off-duty hours were spent
writing letters, eating or sleeping. After his

first week, all the troops were restricted to
the base because of the threat of terrorism,
so he did not do much sight-seeing. He did,
however, get to visit a Saudi city near the
beginning of his stay. The males in his group
wore their normal western clothing, but the
female army personnel were required to
wear Arabic style robes with their faces
veiled.
"We pretty much stuck out like sore
thumbs," Usher admitted. "You don't see
too many people walking around in Saudi
Arabia in jeans and t-shirts with English
writing in them." It was on this trip that he
acquired his one souvenir, a Coca-Cola can
with Arabic writing.
Understandably, Usher found military
life different from life at Clemson. "Going
from being a college student to being in the
military was a big switch. You think since
you practice one weekend a month that
you're prepared, but it's really different full
time," he said.
"The desert's like nothing I've ever seen
before," Usher said. "There's nothing but
sand and dunes everywhere you looked. And
the sand wasn't like sand we have here. It
was fine sand, more like dust. It would be in
the 80s or 90s during the day and would drop
down to the 40s at night."

Since there was no TV provided in the
10-person tents, most of the soldiers received information on the BBC from privately owned short-wave radios. Other
information came from a Saudi Arabian
newspaper printed in English, three day old
videotaped segments of CNN, and week
old American newspapers. Letters usually
took between 10 to 20 days to reach Usher.
He is still receiving some now.
Luckily for him. Usher's position as a
command controller is more in demand here
than in Saudi Arabia. So after one month of
foreign duty, he came here.
"As a whole, I think the experience was
very perspective gaining." Usher said
thoughtfully. It puts stuff you take forgranted
on a higher level of priority." He remembers
little things he missed: fast food, driving a
car, trees, and Clemson. The first thing he
did when he got back to the U.S. was go to
Hardee's for a hamburger. He's gained back
that 10 pounds.
Would he ever return to the Middle East?
Usher answered, "Yes, but not in war time."
Usher said the war changed his life. "I
feel like I'm more appreciative now.
Sometimes I see all of the stuff going on over
there on TV and all I can think is 'Gee I'm
glad I'm back.'"

Campus
Events

April 2, 8 p.m.
C.U. Chamber Music Series
presents "Music by three"
Daniel Auditorium

by Strom Thurmond Institute

Rhythm Section)
Amphitheatre; rain site in
Edgar's

March 29
5th National Print and
Drawing Show-Lee Gallery

April 5,1:30 p.m.
Ground breaking for
Performing Arts Center Site

April 5-6, 8 p.m.
C.U. After Six Singers Tillman
Hall Auditorium
April 6, 4 p.m.
ARS (formerly Atlanta

April 8, 8 p.m.
Camerata Lysy
Gstaad string orchestra
Tillman Hall Auditorium
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Student Body has the Mother of Spring Breaks
We threw our clothes into the trunk,
j umped behind the wheel and skidded off to
celebrate Spring Break.
We, the student body of Clemson, had
plans to do everything under the sun.
But before anything, sentimental old me
stopped by to see my family. I hugged
Mom, told her how much I missed her and
threw a heap of dirty laundry in her face.
We started break with a hiking trip which
included mountain bikes and kayaks. Then
we hit the St. Patrick's Day parties at 5
Points in Columbia or the third largest party
in the nation in Savannah, Ga.
We were even on that big old jet airliner
to Cancun only to meet some Mexicans and
go snorkling (my disgusting roommates
did).
A few of us read President Bush's lips
on his visit to Sumter, South Carolina last
weekend.
One student (me) took over the job of
feeding the cats on the home front, a tough

job when the monster
Great Dane (that big
brother forgot to feed)
is standing close by
drooling all over himself.
Many of us went to
the Bahamas, the Keys,
snow skiing in Michigan. Amazingly, this
Amy
was just the first weekHenderson end.
time-out editor Monday, we basked
in the sun by day and watched the Tyson bout
by night. Too bad the fight was called prematurely. That referee was not out yet. Given a
few more seconds, I am sure he would have
been flat on the mat.
Clemson-students-turned-island-cruisers
tanned and burned, while the rest of us hit the
fake-n-bake on Tuesday morning.
That afternoon as we drove a jet-black
%
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Stealth down mainstreet, we blasted the radio
and waved proudly. After the test drive, we
cried all the way back to the dealer.
We had another chance Wednesday to get
that sun-kissed look at a birthday party
where we played volleyball and cooked out
on the grill with about twenty hometown
friends, two roommates, several other Clemson students and a dog named Sue.
Thursday arrived with visions of papers to
turn in. Some of us spent the day at the library
studying. Needless to say, some of us did not.
That night we visited colleges that broke
the week before Clemson. I went to see my
friend Stokey who introduced my friends to
some of his friends. After that, we had a big
party in honor of our friendship. Overjoyed
to meet each other, we stayed up until five
a.m. It was a lovely scene.
On Friday, we applied for summer jobs
and internships. Around noon we stripped
down to our bare bikinis and laid by the pool.
Later the same day,we went to the sun-bed

for the Mother of Bahama-Mama Tans.
We realized Saturday that we had reverted
back to our wicked ways as high school
teenagers. The extra bedroom began to resemble my old room of eighteen years. Clothes
covered the furniture. Five dollars in change
was scattered on the floor. Stacks of magazines, newspapers and text books cluttered
every corner.
We were all dragging around trying to
avoid the obvious. Clemson would be waiting for us on Monday, and we were not ready.
Sunday, Mom fed us the last (decent)
meal. We savored the macaroni pie with
somber expression, saddened to see it all end.
Slowly we packed the car with short-sleeved
shirts and shorts, said good-bye to the family
and started down the road to C.U. City.
The entire student body spent several
days recuperating, resting, reading, remembering, and repenting. Those are normal side
effects of the Mother of Spring Breaks. Hey
guys, we'll have to do it again next year.
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What's playing.
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Anderson
Market Place
Silence of the Lambs (R)
7:05, 9:40 p.m.
TheGrifters (R)
7:20,9:30 p.m.
The Hard Way (R)
7:00,9:30 p.m.
The Doors (R)
7:10,9:50 p.m.
Shipwrecked (PG) 7 p.m.
Warlock (R) 9:30 p.m.
King Ralph (PG)7:05 p.m.
Guilty by Suspicion (PG)
9:25 p.m.
Village Cinemas
Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles II (PG)
5,5:30,7,7:30,9,9:30
New Jack City (R)
5:40, 7:45, 9:50 p.m.
Perfect Weapon (R)
5:40, 7:45, 9:50 p.m.
Anderson Mall

Horses with Hands

Tyler Darden/scnior staff photographer

This is one of the paintings on exhibit at the 5th National Print and Drawing Show in the Lee Hall Gallery. Today is
this last day of the graduate student showing.

Dances with Wolves
(PG-13) 8:00 p.m.
Home Alone (PG)
(PG) 7:00, 9:20 p.m.

Catholic Student Association helps rebuild town
by Traci Heritage
staff writer
While many students were soaking up the
rays on the beaches of Florida or the Bahamas,
one group of students spent their Spring
Break learning first-hand how a small
community goes against the odds to rebuild
their town.
The Catholic Student Association organized a work study trip to Ivanhoe, Virginia
from March 17-23. Seven Clemson students
and Lynn Harrelson, Campus Minister, joined
up with several students from the University
of Missouri in an effort to not only lend a
helping hand to the people of Ivanhoe, but to
learn what they can do to make the world a
better place.
Some of the students were supported by
their churches but the trip was open to all. All

who attended were pre-educated for the trip.
A video on the area and its people was shown
and Dr. Rameth Owens of the Clemson history department spoke to the students on life
in the Appalachian territory.
The students helped with painting, clearing brush, moving large rocks, cleaning
houses and chopping wood. They lived the
life of an Ivanhoe citizen: only one shower a
week and no indoor plumbing.
The Ivanhoe Civic League, backboned by
Maxine Waller, is slowly but surely getting
the town back on its feet. Through education
and the help of organizations such as the
Catholic Student Association, Ivanhoe is
reconstructing itself and passing on valuable
lessons to those involved.
"The trip gave me a true understanding of
social justice and community bonding," said
Kristen Kramer, one student that took the

trip. "I learned to appreciate the simple
things in life. It was a splash of cold water on
my face."
Ivanhoe was a mining town before the last
industry left in 1967. Without the mining
industry, the community was flat on its back
by the early 1980s.
By stopping the sale of a large piece of the
old Carbide Industry land to surrounding
county seats, Maxine Waller and the Ivanhoe
Civic League started the ball rolling on the
reconstruction of the community.
"The community has gone against all odds
and against every stereotypical Appalachian
mentality," said Harrelson.
The hope of Maxine Waller and all involved was no.t only to rebuild one town but
for the students to be able to go back to their
own communities and change the world they
live in."

"They [the people of Ivanhoe] are now
freeing themselves through education," said
Harrelson. The town now has a branch of the
State Technical School and a GED program
which the Clemson students were allowed to
sit in on. The goal for Ivanhoe is to concentrate on their youth and give them hope for
the future.
"I learned that it doesn't take a lot to make
people happy. If one person was working on
a job, it would take a long time, but working
together gets it all done," said student Margaret Gray.
The trip was considered a complete success and will probably be taken again next
spring. "You can't change the world overnight, but it can be done," said Miss Kramer.
"We have to be models in our everyday lives.
It made me realize how little is needed to live
a happy life.
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With New Release

REM is Out of Time but not ideas
by Richard Challen
staff writer
Forget about "Stand," forget about MTV, and forget
about thaf'America's Best
Rock N' Roll Band" hype—
R.E.M. is still very much alternative. Their occasional
placement in the "sellout" category with U2 has more to do
with a gradual discovery by
popular radio than any shift in
the band's attitude.
Perhaps Michael Stipe and
the rest of the guys have become more direct, and thus
more accessible, but R.E.M. is
still far too intelligent to be
another Top 40 casualty. The
new record, Out Of Time, only
proves that this group has too
many directions to be pigeonholed so easily.
If anything, Out Of Time is
less mainstream and more experimental than any of
R.E.M.'s recent outings. Most
of the tracks are laidback,
subtle folk tunes, with various
acoustic sounds and country
inflections. This is probably
due to changes in the band's
instrumentation: Bill Berry
plays bags as well as percussion, Mike Mills expands his
duties to include organ and
harpsichord, and Peter Buck

ALBUM
REVIEW
even pulls out a mandolin.
In addition, the group has
brought in numerous outside
instruments, including bass
clarinet, pedal steel, and a
whole string section. These
additional players create a rich
background without overwhelming.
In fact, the new shadings
bring another dimension to
many songs; it's probably the
closest R.E.M. has come to
chamber music.
As for the eleven tracks,
they manage to travel down
many stylistic paths and
through various moods without ever losing direction. For
example, the lead cut, "Radio
Song,' opens with a tranquil
guitar, moves into a hard-hitting beat, and closes with a rap

by KRS-1. In between, it gets
in a few good slams at popular radio. Not bad for a "sellout" band.
The rest of the album is just
as varied, ranging from the
classic
overtones
of
"Endgame" to the beat poetry
of "Belong" to the mournful
"Country Feedback," with the
vintage
R.E.M.
sound
("Texarkana") thrown in for
good measure. Weaving their
way through these different
styles are Michael Stipe's lyrics, which are usually vague
and often very dark.
Always a master of irony,
he is especially powerful in a
light context, such as "Near
Wild Heaven," an upbeat song
with devastating words:
"Near wild heaven/but not

near enough." This effect is so
strong that bouncy tunes like
"Me In Honey" and "Shiny
Happy People" (which features joyous vocals by Kate
Pierson of the B-52's) seem
out of place, coming across
like sly parodies of pop songs.
Of course, Stipe is most at
home when dealing with relationships, and Out Of Time
features some of his best work
in the growing anxiety of
"LosingMy Religion" and the
quiet hurt of "Low." It's almost worth the price of the
whole record just to hear lyrics
like "I skipped the part/
About love/It seemed so
shallow/And low."
Some fans, of course, will
grumble that R.E.M. has
abandoned their original audience and become commercialized, just as they did after
Document and Green were
released. The rest of us, realizing that popular acceptance
has nothing to do with a
degradation in musical quality, will just buy the album.
And no matter who complains, R.E.M. will probably
continue to change. But if they
keep putting out records as
good as Out Of Time, no one
will be complaining very
loudly.

Write
reviews
for
Timeout.
Call
Amy at
6562150

Ice-T debuts in 'New Jack City' International
Awareness Week to
MOVIE feature film festival

by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief

Mario Van Peebles' "'New Jack
City" is an uncompromisingly
brutal look at the effects of drug
"new jack city."
Citizen protest over the Brothers' seizure of a housing project for
use as their base of operations spurs
vivic leaders to pressure the police
department into action. Renegade
cops played by Judd Nelson and
the rapper Ice-T are recruited to
spearhead the move to oust Nino
and his glorious gang of thieves.
The eerily appealing imagery
which details the professionalism
of the Cash Money Brothers' operations is one of the most controversial themes in the movie. By no
means a bunch of hoods working
out of a roach-infested apartment,
these guys have computers, magnetic stripe ID cards, and money;
one of Nino's henchmen, Kareem,
is a computer specialist who leaves
his Wall Street job for the easier
money of the drug scene. Rather
than being a glorifying portrait,
though, Peebles simply depicts the
real financial lure of life in the drug
trade. The hackneyed "Just Say
No" anti-drug message is lambasted, implying that the keys to
fighting the problem are far more
complex than simple sloganeering.
Van Peebles further redeems
himself through his use of the char-

REVIEW

New Jack City
Rating:
acter Pookie (Chris Rock), who
typifies the hopeless addiction of
those who are "across the counter"
from the Nino's. Befriended by IceT, Pookie makes a valiant attempt
to rehabilitate himself; he even offers to infiltrate Nino's operations
as payback for Ice-T's help. His
failure is a strong message that crack
is afearsome taskmaster, ultimately
gaining dominion over almost all
who serve it.
Ice-T is a surprising success in
his debut movie role. He is convincingly intense and quixotic and
the emotions he evokes with simply a look is the kind of innate skill
"trained" actors wish they could
emulate; he is a natural.
The star, though, is Wesley
Snipes. He portrays Nino as the
exemplary noble thief. The Cash
Money Brothers rise to power to-

gether on the bonds of brotherly
love and commitment shared by
Nino and his second, G Money
(Allen Payne); when money and
women corrupt their devotion,
though, Snipes stands out with his
portrayal of Nino's paranoid desperation.
As a director. Van Peebles utilizes creative camerawork and good
performances from his cast to make
"New Jack City" a modern classic
in the body of work by Black filmmakers. More admirable, his film
should prove to be a turning point in
the creation of films for the new,
more ethnically diverse youth
population. These films can make
strong positive statements without
diluting the strength of the messages and without being patronizing to their audiences: new jack
messages for a new jack audience.

Review Rating System
*****
****
***
**
*

Excellent
Very Good
Average
Poor
Don't waste your time

CLEMSON — April 1-7 has
been designated as the first "International Awareness Week at
Clemson University." Cultural
and educational programs will
enhance public awareness of the
value in understanding cultures
and people from around the world.
During the week, various activities, all open to the public, will
take place on campus.
Each
day,
Mon.-Fri.,
Harcombe and Schilletter Dining
Halls will feature foods form different countries prepared be
campus dining services:
Monday-South America and
Mexico: Tuesday-the Far East
(Japan, Korea, Philippines and
Thailand); Wednesday-Europe
(France, Italy and Greece):
Thursday-Africa and the Caribbean; Friday-India.
Three international films will
be shown at the Y-theater in Holtzendorff Hall:
April ! - "Girl from Hunan," a
stunning portrait of rural China,
tells the story of a 12-year-old girl
who is forced into an arranged
marriage with a 2-year-old boy.
April 2 - "Ceddo," an African
political thriller, focuses on the
kidnapping of a beautiful princess.
April 3 - "El Norte." is about
two young people from Guatemala who, after the abduction of
their mother and the death of their
father, set out for the north ("el
norte") in search of a better life.
All films will be shown at 7
p.m. and 9:15 p.m. for a $ 1 donation.
Otheractivities during the week
will include a presentation to faculty on the Fulbright Scholars

Program (lecturing and research
awards).
The program will be held at 11
a.m. April 2 in the Student Senate
Chambers. Charles Dunn, department head of political science
and chair of the Foreign Scholarship Board, and Frankie Felder,
associate dean for international
programs and services, will discuss the pros and cons of faculty
participation in the Fulbright Program and how to apply for consideration.
The Fourth Annual International Festival will be held at the
University Union April 7,1-6 p.m.
Foods and entertainment from
around the world, information and
displays of study and work abroad
programs, a parade of fashions,
travel films, an international trivia
game, a display about World
Health Day (April 7) and an "international cafe" are among the
scheduled activities.
Each year a featured event of
the festival will focus on children.
This year. Providence Christian
Academy in Clemson will sing
some numbers from a musical
about how children in other countries worship.
Additional children's activities
will include board and movement
games from around the world,
rope kicking from China, story
telling, a petting zoo. a display of
children's art from other countries and hands-on activities
highlighting activities children
engage in for fun around the world.
Admission for festival activities is free, however, food tickets
are sold for 50 cents each.
For information, call Frankie
Felder at 656-2457.
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Queen's new album Clemson University Young
only a two star effort Alumni Association recruits new
Rating: **l/2
members
by Richard Challen
staff writer
Innuendo, Queen's latest
"comeback" album, could not have
been released at a better time in the
band's three decade career. "We
Will Rock You" has been used in a
tennis
shoe
commercial,
Metallica's cover of "Stone Cold
Crazy" was nominated for a
Grammy, and Vanilla Ice had a
Number One song by ripping off
the bass line from "Under Pressure." The group's popularity has
never been higher. After a dismal
showing in the late Eighties, it
seems that one of the few original
art-rock bands has a good shot at
reclaiming its original glory in
1991.
Unfortunately, Queen has released Innuendo, an album that is
not particularly glorious in any
way. In fact, most of it is not even
exciting enough to evoke an emotional response.
It may be the group's best
work since Jazz in 1980, but considering what these guys have
released since then, that is not
saying mush. And sure, some songs
recall the dramatic flair of classic
Queen, but some also recall the
band's annoying tendency to write
really stupid stuff.
There are some bright spots—
the propulsive rhythms of "Headlong," the operatic glory of "The
Show Must Go On," and the Spanish guitars in the title track.
There are also the low points,

like "Delilah," which is dedicated
to a cat, and "I Can't Live With
You," probably the most clichefilled song in history ("I can't live
with you/ But I can't live without
you").
Mostly though, the album consists of light rock tracks with plenty
of sonic effects and vocal harmonies, placed around inoffensive
melodies and lyrics, to create tunes
that are almost instantly forgettable.
This is not always bad. After all,
even Queen' s best songs were pretty
disposable, but who would have
guessed that this hard-rock band
would make an album lightweight
enough to be elevator music?
Occasionally Queen tries to
shake things up, with mixed results.
"I'm Going Slightly Mad" benefits
from Freddie Mercury's warped
sense of Monty Python humor,
while "Ride the Wild Wind" falls
victim to dopey lyrics.
Innuendo boasts an incredible
middle section, thanks to Brian
May's wall of guitars, but the majority of the songs like a "Kashmir"
rip-off.
Only "Headlong" is really
memorable, with a rocking beat and
a great "hoop diddy diddy" chorus
that sticks in your brain long after
the rest of the album has faded. It
reminds you that Queen can still
write a good song, even though
their albums keep disappointing.
At least Innuendo lives up to its
name: a lot of possibility, a hint of
greatness, but not much in the way
of substance.

CLEMSON — Clemson students can discover a "fountain of
youth" in the University Union
loggia April 2 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
The Students Alumni Council
(SAC) invites all students, especially seniors, to learn more about
the Young Alumni Program at a
"Get to Know Us" party with free
soft drinks and information about
Young Alumni activities and locations.

The Young Alumni program was
initiated in 1986 to meet the needs
ofClemson graduates of the past 10
years.
Through social activities, trips
and seminars, the Young Alumni
program is a way for Clemson's
young alumni across the country to
stay in touch with each other and
the university.
Besides the Young Alumni
Awareness Day, SAC sponsors the

Master Teacher Award (the highest
honor bestowed upon an outstanding teacher), the Welcome Back
Festival in downtown Clemson each
August, the senior picnic and the
senior gift project.
For more information on Young
Alumni, SAC activities or the
Alumni Association, contact Foy
Renfro, president of the Student
Alumni Council, at 656-2345.

Congratulations to all new staffers!
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Save up to

$120
off
the
regular
price

Special
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Get paid to go see
movies.
Write reviews for
Time-out!
Happy
Easter!
Advertisement

MD/Phd Fellowships.

styles
available

654-0627

2.00

Off All
Haircuts
Tuesday!

$

2.00

HAIR
BIZ
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Haircuts
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NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

Brooks International, Inc.
P.O. Box 680605
Orlando, FL 32868

sorority

$

The Medical University of South
Carolina offers stipends ($10,00015,000) for studies leading to combined MD/PhD degrees in each of
the basic biomedical sciences and
molecular and cellular biology/medicine. Contact: Director,
Medical Scientist Training
Program, College of Graduate
Studies, MUSC, 171 Ashley
Avenue, Charleston, S.C. 29425

Envelope Stuffing - $600-$800
every week Free Details: SASE to

&

Lynn
Woodall

Shirley
Jones-Cooper
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Allen, Midler give good performance despite weak script
by Lee Smith
movie critic
What begins as a sarcastic look
at the life-style of California's upper class soon turns into too long
look a visit that loses its humor in
"Scenes from a Mall."
The concept for the movie is a
good one, a husband confesses to
an affair while shopping with his
wife at a mall, with Woody Allen
and Bette Midlercast as the couple.
However, the concept does not
translate well to the silver screen.
Allen and Midler are wonderful
and both give good performances
considering the limitations of the
script they have to work with.
Allen, who has always cast
himself in the role of the goof in his
movies, is given the chance to play
the romantic lead in "Scenes from
a Mall." Allen understands the
script, it is similar to what could be
referred to as a rough draft of the
type of movie he would pen, and
because of this he is able to pull off
a witty performance. Being able to
poke subtle fun at the California
life-style while being immersed in
it provides the movie with some of
its finest moments while allowing
Allen to shine.
With less social biting material.
Midler returns to her infamous

semi-raunchy comedy to give the
movie its funniest scenes. Midler
does an excellent job of mixing
outrage, sympathy, and love to
create a well-balanced character.
This is an area where the script
provides more material for Midler
and allows her to surpass Allen in
creating a fuller character. With
Midler's character the viewer is
given more of an insight into her
character and a better understanding for her actions. With Allen the
viewer is just supposed to take the
fact that he had an affair and accept
it as if it were common for men to
have affairs and therefore no reason is needed.
The problem that plagues
"Scenes form a Mall" is a onedimensional screenplay that does
not take full advantage of the possibilities of a California mall setting.
The first problem with the
screenplay is the setting itself: why
would a couple who lives in the
hills of L.A. and drive SAAB
convertibles be shopping at a mall
to begin with? These characters
would more likely shop at speciality
shops.
However overlooking the
question of the setting and accepting the mall scenario, the storyline
is underdeveloped. During the

couple's day at the mall, the visited
only three stores, which lasted about
three minutes, and a movie theater.
Director Paul Mazursky should
have taken advantage of the California culture and explored if with
the characters' actions in several
different stores. This could have
provided the opportunity for more
laughs and a change of screen. Instead the viewer watches Allen and
Midler walk up and down the mall
bickering and making up continuously.
The one dimensional aspect of
the screenplay is the fault of screen-

play writers Roger L. Simon and
Mazursky. Simon and Mazursky
have Allen's character confessing
lo his wife that he had an affair and
once they resolve this problem and
make up it is Midler's turn lo confess that she is involved in an affair.
Why did Simon and Mazursky decide that both characters should
commit the same unsavory act.
There is enough unacceptable behavior in our society that they could
have given Midler's character a sin
of her own.
Simon and Mazursky s screenplay is at its strongest when they are

satirizing the California life-style
in its subtle jabs at car phones and
professional beepers.
Bill Irwin is a treasure of mine
who takes pleasure in mimicking
Allen's character. Irwin pops up
throughout the movie and gives ii a
spurt of needed laughter each lime.
"Scenes from a Mall" is handicapped by a screenplay that needed
to be more fully developed. Not
even the strong performances by
Allen and Midler can save this
movie from being mediocre.
—2 tiger paws—

THERE ARE TWO SMS TO,
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre-|
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member ot the Army Nurse
Corps. The caducous on the letr
means you're part ol a 1 icalth caresystem in winch educational and
career advancement arc the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, it you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 77B,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll tree: boOO-USA-ARMY, cxt. -H8.

ARM* NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE

Now at the Vision Center
Shock your parents
Find out what Sunday Morning looks like.
Let God get a good look at you.
Come to Worship Easter Morning!

Sunrise Service - 6:30 a.m.
Horticultural Gardens
Dress is casual, bring blanket to sit on
Preacher: Pastor Deb Grant
Liturgist: Rev. Charles Johnson
Coffee & Donuts after the service

Easter Morning Services
_Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-lass The Commons' in .Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

University Lutheran Church
(Off College Ave. near Bike Shop )
8:30 a.m. and lkOOa.ijm,

VISTAKON, INC., a ^Untw.J^hwsvn company.

Heritage Point
Costumes
Party Supplies

Novelties
Lo^ Prices
(Sfceat Fbr Mixers
Party Rentals!
654-9187
Highway 93
(Between Hardees and Just BBQ)

2 bedroom apartment
swimming pool
4 blocks from campus

extra nice

Call 654-8320
ask for Walter Burton
open nights & weekends
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TRADE IN
YOUR CAP AND GOWN

MERCURY LINCOLN
SAAB

FOR SOME DRIVING
GLOVES
Ford Credit puts qualified college graduates in the fast lane with the Ford/Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program. CENTURY can arrange special financing through Ford Credit and
$500 cash back from Ford Motor Company.
Here's all you have to do to qualify: graduate with a Bachelor's or advanced degree between October
1,1989 and December 31,1991; have verifiable employment beginning within 120 days of vehicle
purchase; have a salary sufficient to cover living expenses as well as a car payment. Although a prior
credit history is not necessary, if you have one, it must be satisfactory to Ford Credit.
So get a compartment for your driving gloves. Visit CENTURY and take advantage of the
Ford/Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program.

FORD CREDIT GETS YOU GOING

CENTURY

LINCOLN
MERCURY

ON THE MOTOR MILE IN GREENVILLE 234-6400

a:,

o

College Graduate Representative Chris Shearer

££*&

%
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The Oscars: One vote for Best
Show to Induce Drowsiness
Bv Rick Du Brow
HOLLYWOOD _ Is it over
yet? Are they ever going to learn
to do it right?
Nearly three hours into the Oscar show, host Billy Crystal
cracked: "Well, we're halfway
there."
In this case, he was summing
up a disaster because everyone
knew "Dances With Wolves" was
going to clean up, and the trick
was keeping the rest of the show
alive
No such luck. It was a long
day's journey into night for Oscar,
one of the most effective sleeping
pills of the year.
Well, yes. Madonna gave the
awards show some pizzazz,
slinking and vamping through her
'"Dick Tracy" musical number like
a woman who knew she owned it
And she did.
Crystal, meanwhile, kept
things on a roll for a while, but
faded along with the show.
Maybe his best line of the night
had nothing to do with movies:
"This just in from the FBI:
'We will not rest until every
member of
"Diffrent Strokes" is behind
bars.' "
But it's doubtful many people
out there in the heartland knew or
cared about his inside jokes about
Disney film executive Jeffrey
Katzenberg or the in-fighting at

Paramount _ or understood when Grant. Grant also was in the film,
he used the financial term but not nominated.
"backend."
However, one of the show's
Genuine emotional moments highlights was Michael Blake's
were rare in this placid produc- acceptance of his "Dances With
tion. Kathy Bates, best actress Wolves" screenplay award, in
winner for "Misery," choked up which he was accompanied by a
as she said, "I would like to thank woman who translated his words
my dad, who I hope is watching into Native American dialect.
somewhere." And Sophia
The first acting award, with
Loren's reaction as octogenarian Whoopi Goldberg col lecting for her
Myrna Loy was honored for her supporting role in "Ghost." didn't
lifetime work was touching _ as come until 22 minutes into the show.
was the audience reaction when For the next few hours', there was
Loren herself got a special Oscar little to lift the program up from its
for her work.
turgid, uninspired collection of
But the measure of the show thank-yous, not to mention a few
was that old clips of Al Jolson too many honorary awards.
singing and Loy in "The Best
For that reason, the sight of MaYears of Our Lives" were not donna and Michael Jackson sitting
merely window-dressing, but al- side by side actually became slightly
most held the awards program interesting'because not much else
together.
was going on.
The alleged theme of the OsDebbie Allen's production
cars was the 100th anniversary of numbers were good, but took up too
movies, but somehow that got a much time-although there was a
bit lost along the way.
nifty choreographed sequence for
Crystal made a colorful en- best original score, integrating the
trance with a horse, a plug for his films "Avalon," "Dances With
upcoming summer movie, "City Wolves," "Ghost," "Havana" and
Slickers," in which he plays a "Home Alone."
For the most part, though, the
New York yuppie who goes-to a
dude ranch and gets into a real best viewing of the evening was
just looking at presenters Anjelica
Wild West adventure.
And ABC's opening credits Huston and Glenn Close for the
got the name of the Native needed elegance they brought to
American actor nominated for the tiresome proceedings.
(C) Los Angeles Times
"Dances With Wolves" wrong. It
was Graham Greene, not Rodney

Twin Peaks'
is backagain Ml
Bv David Zurawik
(c) 1991, The Baltimore Sun
For those who missed a few
chapters of the real-life saga of
last season's most talked-about
show. "Twin Peaks" was pulled
from the regular schedule in February and put on hiatus.
At the time. ABC did say the
show would be back. But "hiatus"
is a network-speak term that usually translates as "it's cancelled,
but we have a few episodes already
in the can that we want to burn off
before we admit this is a piece of
dead meat."
Following the announcement,
life started getting more complicated in the mailroom at ABC. The
network not only received lots of
letters (ABC says "thousands"),
but also logs (like the one the Log
Lady carries around with her), donuts (like the ones the law enforcement guys are always eating)
and other things too strange to
mention. Almost all the items were
accompanied by pleas to bring
"Twin Peaks" back.
ABC brings the show back
Thursday night and it seems
weirder than ever _ but weird in a
fun way.
The big news, for those who
missed afew chapters in the makebelieve life of the show, is that

Josie Packard is dead. They still
don't know the cause of death and
the autopsy shows that she
weighed only 65 pounds when she
died. Her police record also show
she was "a hardened criminal and
a killer," in the words of Agent
Dale Cooper (Kyle MacLachlan).
Meanwhile. Sheriff Harry
Truman (Michael Ontkean),
Josie's lover, feels guilty about
her death and has "crawled into a
bottle" of Jack Daniels.
Cooper has taken over as chief
of the local police shop'in Twin
Peaks. There's a big. big scene
where Truman has a bottle in one
hand and a gun in the other, looking
like he's going to take his life. It's
up to Cooper to talk Truman down.
The other great plot development is that Cooper, the archetypal hero on a quest, is smitten
with a new waitress at the diner,
who makes a very strong cup of
coffee. The waitress, named
Annie, is the sister of Norma. And
she has just come to Twin Peaks
straight from (get this) the convent.
Strange enough for you?
There's also: Leo. who now
appears to be a kind of manservant, regularly getting clubbed by
his master; Audrey, who is sharing picnics and kisses with a
cowboy who sings "Bury Me Not"
to her; Lucy, now a model in a
fashion show: Benjamin Home,
born again as an environmentalist; and a mysterious woman who
sort of looks like a dark-haired
Diane Sawyer and just might be
the most dangerous character since
Bob
We asked for it. we got it.
distributed by the Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News
Service

ATTENTION - PLEASE!
we arc o^erin^ you. tfve, cfvaooe,n<be, OK MOOT coMeae, caree,?0/

LEADERSHIP ADVISORY
BOARD
*

/<f acc&ptmQ' appc/'&ationg to p&oofKe a fft&fnli&f*- anda oeadefj

Don't hesitate, come by our Drop-In on
Wednesday, April 3rd, 6 - 8 p.m. in the lobby
of Holtzendorff (YMCAbuilding) to pickup
information and an interview packet!
Food and beverages provided - See You There!
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How Can you stand be'/nj treat**

"73e
K-<\ GnlL.

like a. dot) ?
All I've 50/ to do is Sit

o. place JOQS q

a round, sleep, eatand
act stupid*

to get a. hrealc
from peof>/e

y4s

/°fij &S I let the humans

fAi/ik -they're

m

control and smarter than me, then
every tkna i$ okie-doki'e. /*fy only con plaint
t's

that n^sty canneJ doj foojf

T do/it See human? eating that

Worried about being pregnant?
We care!

TONIGHT
LIVE

AFFORDABLE GYN CARE
* PREGNANCY TESTING DAILY
* BIRTH CONTROL
* PAP SMEARS
* ABORTION SERVICES
* ULTRA-SOUND
* EVENING AND SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
* TOTALLY CONFIDENTIAL CARE
*SPECIAL RATES*
* COLLECT CALLS*
TO STUDENTS
ACCEPTED
* CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION*

Palmetto State Medical Center
271-8671
Mon-Fri. 8a.m. to 6p.m.
Sat. 8a.m. to 1p.m.
712 Laurens Road, Greenville, SC
near Carolina Retirement Center

:*::;

A PRIVATE CLUB
654-2059
The Best Live
Entertainment

Highway 5"
rockabilly blues

!!!Drafts $50 always!!!
1|

You've seen the movie now see
the band Friday April 5th

V
c

"THE BACK DOORS"
Come Early
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Upcoming Sports Events
The men's and women's tennis teams take on UNC and
Wake Forest, respectively, at
the Tennis Center Saturday.
The women begin at 9 a.m.
and the men at 1 p.m.

Lady hoopsters1
efforts go largely
underappreciated

Geoff
Wilson
sports
editor
When I came to Clemson, I only knew
about a handful of sports teams here — and
even fewer names.
Horace Grant. Chris Gardocki. William
Perry. Elden Campbell. Chris Patton.
Perry Tuttle — why I remember him, I
don't know.
Now, my vocabulary is filled with names
few people on campus know: Peggy Sells,
Courtney Johnson, Jackie Farmer, Cheron
Wells, Shandy Bryan, Kerry Boyatt... the
list goes on.
The few hundred — and I may be overestimating with that number — the few
hundred of you who regularly attend
women's basketball games know exactly
who I'm talking about.
This year's edition of the Lady Tigers
bowed out of the NCAAs just one game
short of "the Big Dance," the women's
Final Four in New Orleans. The farthest a
Clemson basketball squad — including the
men's program — has ever advanced.
If this brand of hoops is so good, how
come so few people know about it?
I must confess — I had to be talked into
attending my first game. I had followed my
high school's girls' team because I went
out with one of the players. But, every once
in a while, I saw some good basketball, so
I figured a college team — one ranked in
the Top 25, especially — would be even
better. I had no idea.
My opinion may be tainted due to the
sub-par team the men threw together this
year, but I now believe that women's basketball is more exciting to watch than men's.
Why, you ask? Three basic reasons.
First of all, it's all played below the rim.
None of the "showtime" 360-degree dunks
and earth-shattering throwdowns. Anyone
seven feet tall (or thereabouts) can dunk the
ball without even jumping. I like seeing the
tallest player on the court at 6-4 or 6-5. It
turns the game back to the basics with
which it used to be played.
Second, the players are some of the
nicest people I've ever met. I admit I don't
know too many athletes here (and the ones
I do know are nice enough), but the spirit
among the team members makes for great
chemistry. One moment from this season
I'll never forget happened in Fayetteville at
the women's ACC Tournament. At a reception for the fans after the game, Shandy
Bryan stuck a piece of paper on Coach Jim
Davis's back proclaiming his lack of locks
on top of his head. He found the sign and
laughed along with everyone else. Can you
imagine someone doing that to Cliff Ellis?
Finally, each player knows her role off
the court. The biggest women's pro league
is in Italy, and most of the girls (with a few
exceptions) know their basketball careers
will end here. They enjoy being part of
Clemson even though they toil in relative
obscurity.
I think the women deserve more credit
than they get. They sport one of the best
records in Clemson athletics over the past
three years, reaching the Sweet 16 three
years in a row. It may be too late to see them
in action this year on the court, but there's
always next year. If you see one of the
players around campus, tell her you'll be in
Littlejohn next year to cheer them on. Tell
them, that is, if you can recognize them.

Tiger Facts

Sptfrrts

Men's Tennis Coach
Chuck Kriese won
his 100th ACC match iltfe^
Mar. 15 against Duke, ASSpV'1
5-4. He is now 100-18 ^^
against ACC opponents.

Lady Tigers come within four
points of Women's Final Four
Huskies mush past
Tigers, 60-57, to
end dream season
by Daniel Shirley
staff writer
The Lady Tigers fell one game short in the
bid to become the first team in school history
to reach the NCAA Women's Final Four for
one simple reason. They couldn't get their
shots to fall.
Connecticut, the third seed in the region,
took advantage of Clemson's shooting woes
to take a 60-57 triumph in the East Regional
Final and advance to the Final Four for the
first time in its school's history.
"We got the shots we wanted, shots that
normally fall for us," said coach Davis. "But
today they didn't."
Davis was correct in his observation, as
the Lady Tigers shot an ice-cold .333 from
the field, making only 23-of-69 field goal
attempts. Clemson hit only ll-of-32 shots in
the first half.
Jackie Farmer struggled in the game, hitting two-of-nine shots and finishing with
only four points. Farmer battled foul trouble
throughout the game, playing only 19 minutes,
and eventually fouled out with 5:41 left to
PlayHowever, Farmer was not the only Tiger
to struggle. Leading scorer Cheron Wells, an
all-tournament selection, finished with 13
points despite a 4-for-20 shooting performance.
As bad as the Lady Tiger's shooting was,
their defense was just as good. It was their
defense that kept them in the game, as they
forced Connecticut into 19 turnovers. The
Lady Huskies were not much better than
Clemson in finding the basket, shooting .450
from the field, .391 in the first half.
However, Connecticut held a decided
advantage from the foul line, making 20 of 24
foul shots. The Lady Tigers attempted only
13 shots from the charity stripe and made
seven.
"That was a game that could have gone
either way," explained Davis.
Once again, Davis was right on the money
with his observation as the Lady Tigers wasted
many good opportunities.
With 16:51 remaining and trailing 33-31,
Clemson had a chance to tie the score, but
Shandy Bryan, who scored 14 points, missed
a layup. Wendy Davis, who had 12 points,
responded for UConn with a 3-pointer to
spread the lead back to five.
After a Bryan missed foul shot that would
have tied the score at 38-38, Connecticut
scored eight consecutive points. All-America
center Kerry Bascom led the run with four
points on a 12-footer and two foul shots.
Bascom finished with a game-high 22 points.

Chip Eusi/ head photographer

Cheron Wells, shown in action at the ACC Women's Tournament, was
named All-East Region for her efforts in the NCAA, scoring 24 against
Providence, 14 against James Madison and 13 against Connecticut.
The Lady Tigers responded, however,
closing to within 53-51, and with Kerry
Boyatt on the line, had a chance to even the
score. Boyatt, who had 14 points, missed
both foul shots.
The Lady Tigers would not quit, however,
as Angie Peters brought Clemson to within
two, 59-57, on a 3-pointer with only six
seconds left. Meghan Pattyson was immediately fouled on the in-bounds play with three
seconds remaining. Pattyson made the first
of two foul shots, but Peters' desperation shot
from half court fell short as time expired.

ending the Lady Tigers' season. Clemson
finished 22-11.
Despite the disappointing end, the Lady
Tigers still set several school records. They
won four tournament games (including two
in the ACC Tournament), they advanced
farther than any other basketball team in
school history, and garnered the highest
ranking ever in the AP poll, 12th, in January.
Coach Davis is already exited about next
year."I wouldn't mind if tomorrow were Oct.
15," he said, referring to the first day of fall
practice.

Tempo, last-second shot take Tigers to 'elite 8?
by Daniel Shirley
staff writer
Compare the Lady Tigers to the UNL V
Running Rebels?
Maybe not, but after Clemson's 10391 whitewash of Providence in Littlejohn
Coliseum in the second round of the
NCAA Women's East Region, that
comparison might not be so far-fetched.
The Lady Tigers came out hot, making
22 of their 36 first-half field goals for a 61
percent clip. Kerry Boyatt was five for
five in the first half, nailing her only 3-

point field goal of the game and finished
the half with 11 points. Cheron Wells
scored 10 first-half points and ended the
game with a team-high 24 points.
However, the Lady Tigers could not
pull away from the Lady Friars and led by
only three at the half, 48-45. Lucie
Fontanella scored all ten of her points in the
first half to keep Providence close.
The game did not remain close for long
after the break, however, as the Lady Tigers,
the region's fourth seed, continuously
pounded the ball inside and used their
decided height advantage, depth and a 10-

0 run to pull away from Providence.
Early in the second half, the Lady
Tigers used the 10-0 spurt to take control
of the game. With the game tied at 52-52,
Cheron Wells caught fire, scoring six
points on back-to-back jump shots and a
layup to lead the run.
"I kept telling the girls we couldn't
play a style like they did and win," said
Clemson head coach Jim Davis. "In the
middle of the second half, we were able
to get control of the tempo."

see ELITE, page 28

ELITE, from page 27
Important to Clemson gaining
control of the tempo was the Lady
Tigers' domination of the inside
game in the second half. After the
intermission, Clemson crashed the
boards to outrebound the Lady
Friars 40-13. The Lady Tigers
held a 66-30 rebound advantage
for the game.
"Especially important to this
win was the rebounding. In the
second half, we limited them to
one shot a number of times,"
commented Davis.
Jackie Farmer led the board
work with 19 and scored 20 points,
while Shandy Bryan pulled down
12 rebounds and scored 12 points.
Another contributing factor to
the Tigers gaining control of the
tempo was the team's overall
depth. Coach Davis shuffled in
13 players during the game, with
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11 putting points on the board.
Providence head coach Jim
Foley saw this as the difference in
the game.
"I saw their kids getting tired at
the end of the first half, but Jim
Davis did a nice job of keeping
fresh legs in there," said Foley.
"We have never played a team
with that much depth."
Clemson senior center Jackie
Farmer always wanted to play a
college game in Philadelphia in
front of her family. Last Thursday
in the NCAA Women's East Regional Semifinal against James
Madison, Farmer got her wish,
playing with her mother in attendance, and took advantage of it.
The Lady Dukes were a surprise opponent for the Lady Tigers
as they upset Penn State, the

region's top seed, on the Lady
Lions' home court in their secondround contest.
Peggy Sells extended Farmer's
wish and the Lady Tigers' dreams
of winning a national championship with a 10-foot buzzer beater
from the middle of the lane to give
Clemson a 57-55 triumph.
The Lady Tigers advanced past
the Sweet 16 for the first time in
school history.
After the win over Providence
in the second round, Farmer said,
"I am really excited to be going
home to play in Philadelphia. I
never have played a college game
there in front of my family."
Farmer started strong and never
looked back. After James Madison took a 2-0 lead, Farmer tied
the game with a bank shot from
the lane. She scored 14 first-half
points, including consecutive
layups with the Lady Tigers

trailing 21-17. Farmer ended the
game with 18 points and nine rebounds.
Behind Farmer, Clemson took
a 33-26 halftime advantage.
After the half, however, the
game turned into a game of streaks.
James Madison opened the second half, scoring the first ten points
to take a three-point lead, 36-33,
with 14:48 remaining. Paula
Schuler led the surge with seven
points. Vicki Harris added twofree throws and ended the game
with 14 points.
Clemson responded with an 188 run to regain the lead, 51-44.
Cheron Wells scored six points
during the run and ended the game
with 14. Kerry Boyatt, Shandy
Bryan and Farmer each added four
points during the streak. Boyatt
ended with 10, and Bryan poured
in 8.
The Lady Dukes then turned

the tide back in their favor with
nine consecutive points in a four
minute span to take a 53-51 lead.
With 1:35 remaining, however,
Wells hit a jumper in the lane to
tie the score at 53-53. Brandy
Cruthird then gave James Madison its final lead with a layup just
29 seconds later. Wells responded
by making both ends of a one and
one after being fouled with 45
seconds left. The Lady Dukes
tried to hold the ball but were
unsuccessful, as Courtney Johnson stripped the ball away with 20
seconds left and gave it to Sells.
Sells drove full court into the
lane but could not find anyone to
pass to, and in desperation, she
turned and fired as the clock ran
out.
One more win in Philadelphia
would translate into at least one
game in New Orleans.

Baseball team opens ACC strong, falters against USC
by Sean Hanzelik
staff writer
While most Clemson students
were preparing for the slopes of
Colorado or the beaches of Florida
and the Caribbean for Spring Break,
the Clemson baseball team headed
for the wet, dreary Wake Forest
campus for the start of its ACC
season.
After shutting out Augusta College 9-0 on Thurs., March 7, the
Tigers were very optimistic entering ACC action on Friday, but rain
postponed the game until Saturday;
The Tigers jumped out to an early
6-1 lead in the first game of the
doubleheader but gave up four runs
late in the game and ended up losing the ACC opener, 11-10. In the
second game, the Demon Deacons
got five runs in the first inning and
the outlook was even bleaker than
the weather had been the previous
day, but senior pitcher Mike
Kimbrell came in and shut Wake
down. The Tigers went on to win,
13-7, and took the third game on
Sunday, 11-5.
"After losing a such a heartbreaker in the opener and getting
down by five in the first inning of
the second game, it was really a gut
check for us to come back the way
we did and take two out of three,"
said Head Coach Bill Wilhelm.
The following weekend, Virginia came to Tiger Field for a three
game series. In the opener, the
Tigers faced a Cavalier pitcher that
had just defeated the defending
national champion, Georgia, 2-1,
and he held the Tigers for seven
innings. But, down 2-0 going into
the bottom of the eighth inning,
Clemson rallied for five runs to
win, 5-2. In the second game of the

series, Scott Miller dominated the
Cavaliers, giving up only four hits
and one run in a 15-1 stomping.
Weather played a big part once again
in the third game, and a slight drizzle
throughout the entire game wreaked
havoc on the Tigers'fielding. After
having committed only 12 errors in
the first 15 games, they committed
eight in the final game, but ended
up winning anyway, 12-8.
After destroying Coastal Carolina in a three game series, in which
the Tigers averaged nearly 15 runs
a game, they were more than ready
to head to Columbia to face the
Gamecocks this past weekend. The
only problem was that South Carolina was even more ready. The
Tigers lost 12-4 in the opener. In
the second game, first baseman Eric
Macrina's three-run homer in the
five-run ninth inning made the score
respectable, but Clemson lost again,
11-10.
"It was gut check time again,"
said Wilhelm. "Mike Kimbrell did
an outstanding job for us," and the
Tigers passed another test in the
series finale, winning 5-3.
The early-season slump of
Macrina's is definitely over. He
now leads the team with eight HR's
and 25 RBI. He is also batting .350.
His career total of 35 HR' s puts him
second on the all-time Clemson
home run list behind only Jim
McCollum, a power hitter from the
early '80s. Also on the list is
second baseman Jimmy Crowley.
His six HR's this year puts him at
32 for his career, tied for fourth on
the all-time list with Mike Couture,
a starter on last year's team.
The Tigers now stand at 18-4
overall and 5-1 in the ACC, and are
currently ranked in the top fifteen
in both collegiate baseball polls.

Mel Norris/ computer manager

Joe DeBerry connects against the Citadel. The Tigers swept the Bulldogs, 10-0
and 10-3, to improve to 20-4 on the season. DeBerry has been hampered by an
injured wrist but was still hitting .283 going into the Citadel series. Jim
Crowley leads the team in hitting with a .415 average.

Baseball Schedule:
Columbus Col.: Fri., Mar. 29, 7 p.m.; Sat., Mar. 30,2 p.m.
Furman: Tues., April 2, 7 p.m.
Western Carolina: Wed., April 3, 7 p.m.
USC: Thurs., April 4, 7 p.m.
UNC: Fri., April 5, 7 p.m.

Kriese captures 100th victory as men's Tennis Coach
by David Thomas
staff writer
ACC Domination - two words
Chuck Kriese knows well. Since
he took over as the Men's Head
Tennis Coach back in 1976, Coach
Kriese has brought his team from
the bottom of the ACC bracket up
to finish as perennial powerhouses. In the last 12 years,
Kriese's teams have taken home
10 regular season ACC titles and
eight ACC Tournament titles.
It would seem that there is little
left for Kriese to accomplish this
season in the ACC, but Kriese has
reached yet another ACC milestone. A decisive 5-4 home win
against Duke on March 15 gave
Kriese his 100th ACC victory as
head coach for the Tigers.
Kriese bettered his career ACC
record to 100-18 with the defeat
of the Blue Devils, and the Tiger

tennis team captured its 47th straight
home ACC win.
After scraping by Duke to post a
3-0 ACC record for the 1991 season, the men's team survived another close match, this time while
visiting Cal-Irvine,5-4.
But the California sun at San
Diego State leftKriese dreaming of
betterdays. Kriese's squad suffered
a 1-8 beating at the hands of San
Diego St.
Pepperdine University, ranked
14th nationally, continued to give
Coach Kriese and company nightmares about the West Coast as they
cruised past the Tigers 6-3.
The last stretch of tobacco road
ended on the other side of the
country as the Tigers played a twomatch series in Morgantown, WV.
The mild climate of the West Virginia mountains seemed to play in
the Tigers' favor more so than the
scorching sun of the West Coast.

Victory narrowly eluded the Tigers
in their first match as the 12thranked Florida Gators took the
match, 5-4. Coach Kriese's team
regrouped to end their visit to
Morgantown with an impressive 63 victory over hosting West Virginia.
The last action the men's Tennis
team experienced delivered none
of the optimism or enthusiasm that
the Tigers felt at the previous home
match against Duke. This home
match pitted the fourth-ranked
Bulldogs of Georgia against a travelweary Tiger squad, and the outcome
was much of what everyone had
expected. The Bulldogs went home
with their snouts in the air and another notch on the victory bed post.
Clemson fell to 9-10 overall,
while Georgia boosted its record to
11-1 overall.
The men's Tennis team will host
14th-ranked UNC tomorrow in an

attempt to uphold a 47 home ACCmatch winning streak.
The Lady Tiger Tennis Team
can't boast of aflawless ACC record
like the Men's team can, but as of
late the Lady Tigers have been
nearly unbeatable.
The Lady Tiger Tennis Squad
recorded back-to-back ACC road
victories on the weekend of Mar. 16
and 17. The first ACC road win of
the season was far from being a
struggle for the Lady Tigers as they
walked all over Virginia, 8-1.
A trip to College Park, Md., the
following day ended in much the
same fashion as the Lady Tigers
demolished the Terrapins, 9-0.
Clemson then opened up a fourmatch home stretch with a close 45 loss to Texas Christian. Clemson
had been tied with Texas Christian
after the singles' matches, but a
surge of determination by the Texas

Christian players in the doubles'
matches gave TCU the victory.
The Lady Tigers rebounded
with a 6-3 victory over Texas
A&M on March 22 and went on
to defeat 17th-ranked San Diego
State, 5-2, the following day.
Not even a prayer could help
Trinity escape the ruthlessness of
the Lady Tigers on Sunday as
Clemson swept the match, 6-0, to
give the Lady Tigers their fifth
win in the last six games. The
Lady Tigers hold a 9-8 overall
record and a commanding 3-1
ACC record and hope to continue
the home-court run by hosting
Wake Forest tomorrow.
Both Mimi Burgos and Mindy
Weiner have won 21 matches this
year. Weiner has a record of 219, and Burgos stands at 21-8.
Burgos is also undefeated (4-0)
in ACC singles matches, the only
Lady Tiger to accomp 1 i sh the feat.
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McMillon turning heads on diamond
by Jay Pobis
staff writer
Billy McMillon still looks as if
he's not really sure all this is happening to him. But if the last year
has been a dream to him, then he
doesn't want anyone to wake him
up.
At this time last spring,
McMillon was terrorizing high
school pitchers in Bishopville, SC.
This year he's laying into some of
the best competition the rest of the
country has to offer, as he has taken
over the starting spot in left field for
the Tigers. Not bad for a guy who
wasn't even sure he could catch on
with a Division I school.
"I had wanted to come to
Clemson since my tenth grade year,
when I came up for an academic
workshop," remembers the softspoken McMillon. "I really loved it
up here. The only attention I was
getting from a major program,
though, was at the Citadel, and I
wasn't sure what I was going to do.
Coach Wilhelm and Coach (Kurt)
Seibert had come to see me play a
couple of times and had talked with
me a little, but I didn't expect anything. I was real surprised when
they offered me a scholarship. Real
surprised. It was an offer I couldn't
refuse, like icing on the cake, because Clemson is where I wanted to
come in the first place."
And so far things are working
out very well for both sides.
The 5' 11" lefty got his first opportunity to start during the second

game of a doubleheader at the
UNLV tournament three weeks
ago, and he hasn't given it up. He
has started 14 of the last 16 games
for the Tigers and seen action in
five others. Over that time he has
hit .358, collecting seven doubles
and four home runs. His on-base
percentage of .521 is third on the
team and first among starters, while
his 21 runs scored leads the club.
"I was kind of surprised that I
got a start in that Vegas game, but
it worked out very well for me," he
says with a smile. "I had a good
game—hit my first home run. I
honestly expected to hit only one
all year and now I've hit four. I'm
seeing the ball extremely well right
now, though, and I have a lot of
confidence at the plate."
McMillon, who batted .617 his
senior year in high school, sees the
biggest difference in the college
game as the pitching. "In high
school you really only expected
two pitches—a fastball and a
curve—and the chances were they
weren't very good. But up here
pitchers have a wider variety,
maybe four or five pitches, and
they have a lot more confidence in
throwing those pitches. You never
know what's coming."
But the freshman takes this level
of competition in stride. "When I
started playing high school ball in
the eighth grade, I was playing
against guys who were 17 and 18
years old. I'm used to playing
against better competition." Even
so, he realizes there is still a good

Billy McMillon
5' 11", 166 lbs., Fr.
Bishopville, SC

McMillon Facts:
* leads team in runs
scored with 21
* third in on-base
percentage at .521
* .358 avg., 4 home runs
* hit .617 as a senior in
high school

bit to learn. And he realizes he has
a very capable teacher.
"Coach Wilhelm really knows
about the game. He's been around
for such a long time and has seen so
many things. I pick up something
new everyday. He's a very good
coach."
It hasn't kept the left fielder from

keeping up ties with his high school
coach, however. "I still call home
to him about once a week, whenever there's something that I don't
quite understand, something that
he might be able to explain a little
better. He has helped me so much...
I owe a lot of my success to him."
Outside of baseball, though.

Men's basketball ends frustrating year
by Brian W. Judski
staff writer
The Clemson men's basketball
team put the icing on a dismal
season with a 67-59 loss to the
North Carolina Tar Heels in the
first round of the ACC Tournament. The game epitomized the
difficulties that the Tigers suffered
throughout the season, as Clemson
managed only four points in the
last 6:48 of the game. The 11-17
finish was the worst at Clemson
since the 1982-83 season, and the
most losses since Cliff Ellis took
the helm in 1984.
"It's no moral victory, but you
have to be proud of the battle and
the effort," said Coach Ellis. "This
team has battled, and what we saw
in the last week or two was poise
and confidence. I'm very proud of
this team's performance."
To the delight of a partisan
Clemson crowd at the sold out
Charlotte Coliseum, Clemson
jumped out early and applied constant pressure to a Tar Heel team
that rolled to two convincing victories during the regular season.
A 10-point Clemson burst midway through the first half gave the
Tigers a 22-12 lead. And when
David Young tipped in a Dale
Davis miss with nine minutes left
in the half, the cellar dwellers found
themselves with a 12-point lead
and a new-found confidence.
"We jumped out on them pretty
tough, building a 12-point lead,
but the thing I was afraid of was
coming out in the second half
rusty," said Davis, who finished a
spectacular career with 15 points
and 11 rebounds.
Unfortunately, Davis' predictions came true, as the Tigers saw
their six-point halftime lead dissipate within the first three minutes
of the second half. Ricky Jones'
tip-in with 12:39 left tied it at 49,
but Pete Chilcutt followed immediately with adeuce of his own,
and Clemson saw the lead no more.
"Right before half we more or

less said OK, you guys win," said a
relieved Dean Smith.
"You're quick, you went by us,
so we will just play you possession
for possession. Take all the time of
the 45 second clock you want, and
we'll do the same at our end.
Clemson won that battle but we
won the game."
Sometimes, great coaches must
make sacrifices.
Clemson kept within striking
distance and had many opportunities in the final minutes to take the
lead. But the big shot never fell.
Clemson shot 59 percent in the
first half, as sweet-shooting Ricky
Jones paced the Tigers with 12
points. The Tigers also held a 209 first-half rebound average.
Jones finished with 16 points
and six rebounds, while Hubert
Davis led four different Tar Heels
scoring double figures with 15.
Clemson had its stumbling
stones throughout the year. From
losing its top freshman recruit in
Willie Shears to the ineligibility of
Wayne Buckingham and dismissal
of Sean Tyson, Clemson basketball
has been handicapped since the
season began.
Coach Ellis: "This basketball
team has had some tough times.
I've been here seven years, and
there has been some great things
that have happened in Clemson
basketball. But when you are
playing freshmen back there you
have to react to it. The freshmen
are learning. We've played great
in spots once the confidence level
is up, we battled many teams and
this will only help us down the
line."
Not to be lost in the shuffle was
the end the careers for seniors
Donnel Bruce, Colby Brown, Ricky
Jones, and Dale Davis. Each contributed in their own way, and most
importantly were teachers for the
freshman. Bruce hitting for 23
against South Carolina. Brown
matching up against much bigger
and stronger opponents, yet hold-

McMillon is also finding success.
"I expected to find college much
different in some ways, but really
it's not. Basically there's just more
work to handle. You have to get
your priorities straight to get everything accomplished that you want
to. You can't come home after
practice or a game and turn the
television on. You have to study.
It's very demanding."
But even though school comes
first, that doesn't mean that
McMillon hasn't thought about a
future in baseball. " My main goal
here at Clemson is to get my degree
and that's the most important thing.
Baseball is second. A very close
second. But after Clemson I'd like
to have a shot at the. 'show,' an
opportunity to prove myself at the
next level. I think that's what we're
all after when we're out on the
field, and anyone who isn't interested in making it is at the wrong
place. You have to want to succeed. I think that's the attitude our
team has.
"From what I've heard from
some of the guys who have been
around here a while, this group is
the best that has come along recently. This is definitely a team
that could go places. There'savery
good chemistry about us.
Something...I'm not sure. It's like
a family. Everybody just wants to
win."
Especially Billy McMillon, who
might just be in the middle of winning for a long time to come...if he
doesn't wake up, that is.

Dolan out,
Stier in for
nationals
by Ericka Ransom
staff writer
An injury to Clemson swimmer
Liz Dolan at the Women's NCAA
Finals March 21-23 ended her hopes
of capturing more titles to add to
the impressive list of credentials.
Dolan, a junior engineering major
from Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
broke her hand Tuesday morning.
A pin was placed in her hand Friday
morning. According to new Head
Coach Jim Sheridan," Liz is a quiet
person with a mental reserve to go
fast!" Despite the injury. Dolan is
expected to compete next year.
One of the Tigers' top
breaststrokers. Scott Stier, has
qualified for the men's NCAAs to
be held March 28-30 in Austin,
Texas. Stier, a Senior from
Sarasota, Fla., is expected to swim
well in the 100 and 200 breaststroke. Coach Sheridan believes
that Stier has a good chance of
scoring. "This is his first time
qualifying. This accomplishment
shows improvement over four
years," said Sheridan.

Chip East/ Read phoioyrupi

Dale Davis put an end to his fabulous college career
with a 15-point, 11-rebound performance against
North Carolina in the ACC Tournament.
ing his own. Jones capturing the
tourney MVP in Florida.
And Dale Davis. What more
needs to be said? Davis fought off
double and triple teams. He brought
the Tigers up when they were down,
and showed outstanding leadership
under abnormal circumstances.
Those who followed Davis saw
a fighter. From scoring 30 points
and 14 rebounds against Wiscon-

sin-Green Bay, to 19 points and 2C
boards against Maryland, Davis rose
to the occasion. He dislocated his
shoulder against UNC-Charlotte
only to return and inspire a bleak
Tiger squad. He joined the elite
points, rebounds, and blocks club
obtained by only two other ACC
players. To say he will be missed i
a drastic understatement, but he wil
have his glory in the NBA.

New swim
coach
named
Jim Sheridan was named to
replace Bob Boettner, who resigned his post as swim coach the
first week of March.
Sheridan's experience includes
a stint as a graduate assistant
coach at Clemson from 1984-86.
He has also worked at the University of Iowa and, most recently,
at Auburn, where he was head
assistant coach.
His first task as coach is to
prepare for the NCAA meet.
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Track teams fare well Young golf team competes well
in national indoors, in early tournament play
start strong outdoors
by Melissa Roma
staff writer

by Jim Carlisle
staff writer
Two women and two men
Clemson track members earned AllAmerican honors at the NCAA Indoor meet held in Indianapolis, Ind.
One Ail-American was James
Trapp, who won Clemson' s top spot
by finishing fifth place in the 55
meters with a time of 6.21. In the
trials he ran a 6.17, the second fastest time in Clemson history and
tied for the second fastest time this
year in collegiate track. The win
gives Trapp his third Ail-American
title in just two years. He earned
two at last year's NCAA meet.
Philip Greyling, twice AilAmerican as a freshman, competed
in the mile but is still hampered
from the back injury he suffered
when he was grazed by a car in
front of the President's house.
"Not having him out there hurt
during indoor season, but it's
something we've had to accept;
we've had to tighten up the belt and
continue forward," said Coach Bob
Pollock.
Larry Ryans took 11 th place in
the 55-meter hurdles in 7.42 and
also won an All-American certificate. Andrew Beecher, who had
the fastest qualifying time of any
sophomore in the country, finished
ninth in the 80u meters with a
1:49.38 time. The run set a Clemson record.
These performances led the Tigers to their overall finish of 44th.
" As a whole, we competed well at
the national level with the youth we

had on our team. Looking down
the road we feel good about that
from a future standpoint," remarked
Coach Pollock.
Freshman Ane Skak led the
Lady Tigers with a sixth-place
finish overall in the 800 meters,
clocking in at 2:08.84. She was
named an All-American for her
performance.
Marcia Fletcher, who has set
two Clemson records in her senior
season, finished ninth place in the
long jump with a distance of 19'81/4". As a team, the Lady Tigers
ranked 35th overall.
Last weekend the Lady Tigers
had a good showing at the Alabama
Relays. The 4x100-meter relay
squad won the race in 45.05. setting
a new Clemson record and qualifying provisionally for the NCAA
outdoor meet. Lisa Dillard, Tara
Henderson, Angel Fleetwood and
Kim Graham made up the relay
team.
Another school record went to
Nanette Holloway for her high jump
performance of 5'2". Angela Dolby
qualified provisionally for the
NCAA Championships with her
49'3" shot put.
Freshman Marieke Ressing took
first in the 1500m, clocking in at
4:26.26.
Next Saturday, April 6, Clemson will host a four-way meet at
Rock Norman track with Auburn,
Tennessee and Kentucky. It should
be one of the most exciting meets
of the season, since Clemson was
the ACC indoor champion and
Tennessee the SEC champion.

Tennis: Women vs. Wake, 9 a.m.
Men vs. North Carolina, 1 p.m.
Both matches tomorrow. Be there.

S.T.R.B.
Student Traffic Review Board
Interviews will be held on:
April 8, 9, 10
l:30-4pm
Sign up for interviews in the
Student Government Lobby.

The men's golf team is off to a
remarkable start. They have
placed in the top ten in all of the
tournaments this year (including
the fall). This spring they have
placed in the top five at all of the
tournaments except the Golf Digest Invitational, which was held
the weekend before Spring Break.
At this tournament, the Tigers
finished in seventh place overall.
Nicky Goetze led the Tigers,
finishing at 217, just one stroke
over par. His score allowed him
to place tenth in the individual
rankings. Danny Ellis followed
closely with a three-day total of
220. Bo Beard, Bobby Doolittle,
and Mark Swygert also had strong
showings for the Tigers.
"Nicky established himself as
one of the top golfers in the country with his performance this past

fall," said Coach Larry Penley.
"Nicky's strength is his consistency. He won't throw a lot of low
scores at you, but he always will be
there."
Goetze has proven his coach
right with his performance this
spring. He has the lowest average
score on the team as well as the best
par score. However, Penley was
also correct in saying that Goetze
did not always deliver low scores.
His best round puts him behind
four other Clemson golfers, and his
best tournament score puts him in
second place on the Tiger squad
behind Beard.
Beard led the team to a second
place finish this past week at the
Wofford Invitational. Out of a pool
of 15 collegiate teams, Beard finished with a three day total of 216,
giving him an even par finish and
landing him in third place. Beard is
returning to the squad as a senior
this year. After being red-shirted

last year, he is ready to lead the
team to the NCAA tournament.
"When we red-shirted Bo
Beard last year we knew it would
take something away from the
1990 team, but we also knew it
would make the 1991 team stronger," said Penley. "Bo will give us
the leadership we need with such
a young team."
Beard does indeed have the
leadership role. All of the other
team members are either freshmen or sophomores. However,
they are not inexperienced and
have proved that this spring. At
the Wofford Invitational, Goetze
and fellow sophomore Doolittle
finished at two over par, placing
them in a tie for fifth.
As the Tigers travel to the
Furman Invitational this weekend,
they are looking for a first place
finish They have placed in the top
five eight straight times but have
not won there since 1983.

Write sports for The Tiger. Get your name in print
and make some easy money. Call 656-2150. Today.

Springing Rx
Fuiks.

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
* Free pregnancy test
* Free one-on-one counseling
* 24 Hour Hotline
* Appointments anytime
* Strictly confidential
* Close - downtown Seneca

Natures Pinks are free with any S14.50 Merle Norman cosmetic purchase. You'll get
warm and cool pinks with lipsticks in Satin Peach and Tawnv Pink Glace. Then vou'l
get in the pink for Spring with Sandy Beige Liquid Makeup and Luxiva Collagen
Support. (One gift per customer while supplies last.)

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center

mERLE noRmnrr

206 N. Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, SC 29678

220 College Place Mall, College Ave.
Clemson, S.C. 29631
654-4600

COSMETIC

STUDIOS
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FOR SALE

fuTNIVERSITY
DLACP
iClemson JL^J

CLEMSON FINEST STUDENT CONDOMINIUM COMMUNITY

FEATURES
Four (4) private bedrooms
Two (2) full baths
Linen closet
Private balcony with storage
Utility room
Aire conditioned
Energy efficient
Mini-blinds

Pre-wired for cable t.v. &
telephone
Washer, dryer & microwave
are optional
Continuous clean oven &
range
One (1) parking spcae per
bedroom
FLOOR PLAN

VISIT OUR MODEL HOME
Model
Home

CALHOUN ST.

rr.

7

ED

5"

rn
LAur^om|

:losok

\t2 o

ENIRY

UEDIIOOM -I
linen

ELM ST.

M

LIVING/DININO

BEDROOM 1

TIGER BLVD.

\J I

ClOSGl

MALL

1

BEDROOM 2

u

BEDROOM 3

\ closet

10 x 6

FT"
\. storage

IcIoseK

9 x 12

closet ^
9X12 I ! . |

9X1!

DALCONY/PATIO

CLEMSON

CAMPUS

Model home located on site
OR CALL
Outside VA 1-800-822-4433 Ext. 435
In VA 1-800-262-2200 Ext. 435
In Clemson (803) 654-CALL
FAX: (703) 342-3800

95% FINANCING
FOR QUALIFIED
PURCHASERS

FOR
SALE

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
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World League at a glance...

The World League of American Football will begin its
first season in March - becoming the first major sports
league to operate on two different continents on a
weekly basis. Ten teams from five countries will
comprise the World League.

Frankfurt
Galaxy

First Game: Saturday, March 23 - London at
Frankfurt at the Waldstadion in Germany
First U.S. Game: Saturday, March 23 - Raleigh
Durham at Sacramento - Televised on the USA
Network on cable.
Last Game: Monday, May 27 - Orlando at "Montreal
WORLD BOWL: Sunday, June 9
Charter corporate sponsors: Kentucky Fried
Chicken and Delta Airlines
Television coverage: ABC Television and the USA
Network

London
Monarchs

Sacramento
Surge

Want to get some
sun and surf this
weekend? Head
down the road from
the Y-Barn to the
Trip Hines
Applewine Regatta,
beginning at 9:30
a.m. tomorrow.
Clemson University

4,

CHINESE RESTAURANT

San Antonio
Raiders

LUNCH

CO

North American East

MONDAY - SATURDAY
11:30 am -2:00 pm

>-

5

Ole
Norm's

Golden
Dragon
Thunderbird
Inn

DINNER
SUNDAY-THURDAY
5:00 pm - 9:30 pm
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 pm -10:00 pm

Bi-Lo

Monte.' £>e V /Machi t/ffj
"to//,-

New York
Knights

Orlando
Thunder

Skyhawks
to Central

^^e,y—
Source: World Leagu<,^^^y/fo,. ill

Stephen Conley, Gannett News Service

at Hwy 93
Next to
Thunderbird Inn

654-1551

TOSHIBA
Laptops

EXTRA Special Prices

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!
LIMITED TIME ONLY!!!

UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS
&fo t^illjj

DSR, INC

71 2-

Call 800-875-0057
"VISA & MASTERCARD Accepted

2 Bedroom, 2 'A Bath, Fireplace, Screen Porch, Sun Deck, Skylight,
Refrigerator With Ice Maker, Self Cleaning Range, Heat Pump, dish
Washer and Much More.

A+RENTS

■RENT
■BUY
'RENTTO-OWN

61 2-

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

$76,000

^ Bedroom, 3 'A Bath, Fireplace(Stacked Rock), Screened Porch,
Sun Deck, Refrigerator, With Ice Maker, Self Cleaning Range, Dish
Washer, China Cabinets, Garage, Living Room has Vaulted Ceiling

$95,500

Sofa • Beds • Computers
VCR • TVs • Camcorder
Stereo • Microwave • Small Fridge

653-3100
Hwy 93 Clemson

214-

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Fireplace (Tile), Sun Deck, Refrigerator, with
Ice Maker, Self Cleaning Range, Dish Washer, Unfinished
Basement With Garage, Living Room Has Vaulted Ceiling
$84,500

Paul S. Newton
General Contractor
654-4339
or Call Elisabeth at 654-4344 or Randy at 654-6042
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Duke coach becoming tired
of team's 'good-guy* image
BY NEIL BEST
©Newsday, 1991

We want to be (a) college, not IBM
or anything else."
The Blue Devils are trapped in
Team Goody Two-Sneakers was the role of teacher's pets everytalking again about its internal where. They sit in the front row,
support system and its players-only make sure their pencils are sharpmeetings and its touchy-feely to- ened and raise their hands to answer
getherness when Coach Mike questions, fully aware there will be
resentment from the dolts in the back
Krzyzewski finally snapped.
Well, it was more of abend than of the room. It comes with the tera snap, actually, but the point is, the ritory of relentless competence.
"A lot of people look at us and
Duke coach is growing a smidgen
tired of his team's image as college think we're all yuppies or whatbasketball's beacon of truth, justice ever," guard Bobby Hurley said,
"but that's not it at all."
and the American way.
No, it's not, but the Dookies
"I feel like I should start a Sunday morning show and have a shouldn't feel compelled to apolonumber that you can call in your gize for being so good at what they
contribution," Krzyzewski said do. Sure, they can be annoying at
after listening to his players explain times and have a habit of whining to
the Duke mystique to a sea of officials, but whatever happens
notepads Saturday during the Saturday against Nevada-Las VeNCAA Midwest Regionals in gas, the Blue Devils are as good an
example as any that it is possible to
Pontiac, Mich.
"We don't have our noses up in win with dignity at the sport's
the air," he said. '*We don't want to highest level.
As Krzyzewski said, "Why rechange the face of college athletics.
We just have fun playing basketball. cruit a jerk?

Wait a minute...

Which way is he running? Hold the picture up to a mirror and find out.
(Hint: it was developed backwards.)

Confidence
A student community
2 bedroom and 2 bath
Completely furnished
Washer and dryer in each unit
Shuttle bus and swimming pool
9 or 12 month leases
Zoned for 4 students
Special 2 tenant leases
Summer session rentals

Every Successful Person Has ItHow Can You Acquire It?

Experience
A Prerequisite in Today's Job
Market!

Gain Both, Working 3 to 5 nights a week for prestigious
Colleges and Universities
Help Universities/Colleges and gain business experience. If
you are mature, reliable and speak articulately, we will train
you to be a PROFICIENT Caller and Fundraiser.
$5.25/hour
Call
FUND-RAISING AND MANAGEMENT COUNSEL, INC.
3921 CLEMSON BLVD.

Call Jack or Polly and reserve
the apartment of your choice

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621

654-3263

231-7104

lasien&EiiL

Choice

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
ROCK • COUNTRY • JAZZ • SOUL • CLASSICAL

THE TRADITION
CONTINUES

OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN to 6

200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)
654-4041

NEW
RELEASES
Great White • Sting
Drivin' & Cryin* • Nova Mob
$2.00 OFF ANY USED
CD
WITH THIS AD

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity will be returning to Clemson University in August
1991. Representatives will be on campus April 8th and April 9th, 1991. If
you are interested in a challenge opportunity for leadership, personal growth
and lifetime friendships, please come talk to us at our information table at
the Student Union.

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
...over 151 years of excellence
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Tar Heel King Rice gets no respect, Observations on
but gets his wish — Final Four
Duke and UNC in
the Final Four...
BY GEORGE WILLIS
©Newsday, 1991

Dean Smith was savoring a victory in the East Regional final when
a reporter mentioned King Rice had
not made the all-tournament team.
"What?" Smith said. "King Rice
was left off the all-tournament
team?"
Despite the thrilling 75-72 win
over Temple Sunday at Meadowlands Arena, Smith was angry that
his senior point guard had been
overlooked again. "That ruined my
day there," said Smith, who added
sarcastically "I don't mean to tell
you knowledgeable writers about
basketball, but come on, gang."
To Smith no one is more important to the Tar Heels' success than
the underappreciated Rice, a 6footer from Binghamton, N.Y.
Playing in the same conference as
Georgia Tech's Kenny Anderson,
North Carolina State's Chris
Corchiani and Duke's Bobby
Hurley, Rice hasn't gotten much
attention outside Chapel Hill. Those
wearing Carolina blue, however,
know how much he has contributed
to the Tar Heels' journey to this
weekend's Final Four in Indianapolis.
Rice made four free throws in
the final minute to seal the win over
Temple, but that wasn't the first

time his poker-face poise has bailed
out Carolina in the clutch.
"He does a great job running the
scheme," said forward Rick Fox,
Carolina's best-known player. "Not
only did he make the free throws,
but he kept us calm when things
were close and could have fallen
apart."
Smith said he recruited Rice, a
football and basketball star at
Binghamton High School, because
his unselfishness was ideal for the
Tar Heels' offense.
But that selflessness has caused
Rice to miss the accolades other
ACC guards have received. Rice,
who didn't make the first or second
All-ACC team this season, could do
no better than the All-ACC Tournament second team even though UNC
won the tournament.
Rice seemingly has grown accustomed to being overlooked.
"That's really not important to me,''
he said. "I told the guys earlier that
I would give up anything to win
because I wanted to go to the Final
Four so bad. I'm just very excited.
I'm a very closed person. I've got
some great friends at home and at
school and on the team but other
than that, all that matters to me is
my family and my teammates."
Perhaps Rice's contributions
won't be fully appreciated until he
leaves Carolina. This season, he

had the fewest turnovers per game
(2.3) among the eight ACC starting point guards and was third in
assists (6.0 per game). After
committing 19 turnovers in the
first five games, he turned the ball
Qver only 53 times in the last 27
games.
"I always want the ball when
the game is on the line," he said. "I
was looking at Coach, hoping he
would tell me to take it. He said,
'All right.' Ijust want the ball because I'm very comfortable that
I'm going to make the shots."
Now it's on to the Final Four,
Carolina's first trip there since
winning the national championship in 1982. The Tar Heels meet
Kansas in a semifinal Saturday.
Nevada-Las Vegas faces Duke in
the other semifinal, with the winners to play for the title Monday
night.
"I'm very excited," Rice said.
"We've been close before. My
freshman year we were in the final
eight and we were in the Sweet 16
the last few times. Ijust feel great
for the seniors, the coaching staff
and the whole Carolina family,
and all the guys that weren't fortunate enough to make it. We've
had great teams play here. Some
guys fell a little short."
Just like the nation's appreciation for Rice.

BY NEIL BEST
©Newsday, 1991
Remember all that excitement
when the Big East routed the ACC,
6-2, in the ACC-Big East Challenge? Remember how the coaches
warned us that wins in December
mean very little? Now, the ACC
has two teams in the Final Four,
just as it did last season. The Big
East has none, the same number as
last season.
... Duke could set an unfortunate
record by playing six NCAA
Tournament games in domes,
those cavernous profit-makers illsuited for basketball. The Blue
Devils began at the Metrodome,
advanced to the Silverdome and

now visit the Hoosier Dome.
... Coaches have been justifiably griping about TV-mandated
late starting times for tournament
games. "Good morning,"
Krzyzewski said upon arriving at
a post-midnight news conference
after Friday's win over Connecticut. There is absurdity at the
other extreme, too. The Lady
Huskies and Virginia meet in a
national women's semifinal Saturday in New Orleans at 11:35
a.m. (CST).
... If Duke and North Carolina
make it to the championship game,
it will be the first meeting between
schools from the same state since
Cincinnati beat Ohio State, 7159, in the 1962 final in Louisville.

NCAA
basketball
teams with the
most Final
Four
appearances1:

Bring a date to Tiger Field tonight at 7 p.m.
to watch the Tigers demolish Columbia
College. It's cheaper than going out to eat.
Marcia Staimer, USATODAY

Source: NCAA
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LOOKING FOR A "HEALTH'T ELECTIVE?
FALL 1991
Consider one (OF more) of the Health courses being offered in the Fall
1991 semester.
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HTLH 101 INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH CAREERS 1 Cr.
3:30 - 4:45 TH
Exploration of the variety of careers available in the health care field.
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APARTMENTS

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
•Planned Activities
•Laundry Facilities
• 10 Minutes From campus
•Leasing for fall semester
•Summer Special—3 months lease
Call for Details

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL

I

HLTH 202 TRENDS IN HEALTH PROMOTION
3 Cr.
9:30-10:45 T/Th
An examination of the forces that have influenced current health care
delivery systems, health practices and trends. General systems theory
introduced.
HLTH 250 HEALTH AND FITNESS
3 Cr.
11:00-12:15 T/TH
Study interrelationship between health and fitness. Emphasis on the
cardiovascular system and benefits of exercise.
HLTH 298 HEALTH MAINTENANCE

8:00-9:15
11:00-12:15
12:30 - 1:45
2:00-3:15

T/TH
T/TH
T/TH
T/TH

3:30 - 4:45

T/TH

3 Cr.

Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles and measure of
health. Not open to nursing majors.
LOOKING FOR A "HEALTH"Y ELECTIVE IN SUMMER SCHOOL?
HLTH 298 HEALTH MAINTENANCE
3 Cr.
9:45-11"15M/T/W/TH/F
(Offered both session of summer school)
Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles and measure of
health. Not open to nursing majors.
Sign up for these courses now during pre-registration, April 1-12, 1991.
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Esasky faces formidable challenge
BY JOHN EISENBERG
©Baltimore Sun, 1991
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. The people in the Atlanta Braves'
publicity office told me that Nick
Esasky would gladly talk about it,
but I knew he really didn't want to,
that he had already told his story to
reporters a dozen times this spring,
that he would prefer to go about his
sporting chores without giving the
daily health update. Dizzy today,
Nick? Nauseated? Tired?
His story was just too familiar,
though. Too much my story, too.
He knows there are others out there
with similar problems; he has gotten letters from thousands in the last
year. I couldn't help it, though. I
still felt compelled at least to introduce myself, to lower my professional barrier for a few minutes, to
tell him I understood. Oh, yes.
Esasky, 31, has spent the last
year fighting dizzy spells and episodes of unsteadiness. After signing a $5.6 million contract before
last season, he played in only nine
games before giving in, spending
the rest of the year bouncing between doctors, searching for a cause
and cure. He is better now but not a
lot better, back on the field, yes, but
still experiencing lots of unsteadiness — and not knowing when, or if,
it all will end.
"I had the same thing," I said to
Esasky Tuesday morning.
We were sitting in the clubhouse.
He was wearing his uniform,
friendly, curious. Did the doctors
come up with an explanation? He

wanted to know. And how long did
it last? I told him I never got an
explanation, that they knew what it
wasn't, but never discovered what
it was. And it lasted four years, off
and on. Finally went away last
summer. He shook his head. "'Four
years, great," he said sarcastically,
hoping that wouldn't be his case.
He had it worse than I did in the
beginning. I was never dizzy, never
sick to my stomach. He was — he
couldn't fly, sometimes saw triple,
had rooms spinning round and
round. Most of that ultimately went
away, though, leaving him with
mostly the same problem I had — a
lightheadedness that makes you feel
as though the ground is moving,
that the world is fuzzy, that you are
about to fall.
I called them "spells." Sometimes they lasted a couple of hours
and disappeared, maybe came back
two or three times a day, or not at
all. Sometimes they just stayed all
day. There was no pattern. I might
go two weeks without one, then have
two a day for a month. I would go
glassy-eyed, foggy, be afraid to
stand.
I saw eye doctors, ear doctors,
neurologists, internists, got poked,
probed, pinched, scanned. I learned
— helped by some medicine — to
live with it, to work under the influence. It could have been much
worse, certainly; I was tested for a
brain tumor, among many other
things. But it was no way to live.
That is where Esasky stands in
the process right now.
"It's a consolation to know what

it isn't," he said Tuesday, "but they
don't go away. There are days when
I feel great, when I can do anything
like I used to. But then there are
days when my coordination is just
not there. It's just absolutely gone.
I can't fight through it. My body is
just not going to work right on those
days. I have learned to accept it. I
don't like it, but I accept it."
The possible roots of such ailments are many — inner ear, virus,
neurological glitch, vision problem,
vertigo. But sometimes, as in my
example, it all just goes unexplained. The only explanation is
that it happens to thousands of others. Esasky has been told he has
vertigo. He is not so sure.
"I gave up trying to figure out
what it was," he said. "It's more
important to me to get over it. Look
ahead, not back."
This is a man who hit 30 home
runs for the Red Sox in 1989, a
player around whom the Braves
expected to build. But they have
already layered over him, signing
another free-agent first baseman,
Sid Bream. Esasky is essentially
forgotten but not gone, spending
this spring learning to walk against
a player, taking some at-bats in "B"
games with moderate success, participating in fielding drills.
The Braves are supportive,
hopeful, but hardly confident.
Esasky probably will stay behind in
Florida and continue working out
when the season begins. He is just
not ready for the major leagues.
There are too many bad days still.
"I'm trying to learn to perform

with it," he said.
I have to be honest: I don't see
how he is going to come all the way
back.
The game so depends on instant
reactions. I was happy just to cross
a room without falling when I was
having a spell. To make a tough
play in the field, or hit a Gooden
fastball — it sounds impossible. I
shuddered when I read about Esasky
chasing down a pop-up one day last
week. Looking straight up in such a
fashion would have laid me out. "It
wasn't easy," he said.
He is a terrific athlete and possesses a strong will, though. He
didn' t need to come back - his contract was guaranteed over three
years - but he spent the last months
in a difficult, literally sickening
training regimen, forcing himself to
go through exercises to help him
learn to play under the influence.
Maybe he can do it. "If anyone
can, Nick can," Atlanta Manager
Bobby Cox said. The question is
whether anyone can.
I wished Esasky well. What you
really hope for, of course, is the
minor miracle, waking up one day
and realizing that the problem has
pretty much vanished just as mysteriously as it appeared. My doctor
told me that would happen gradually, and it did. I was lucky. For
thousands, it never goes away.
"I can't count on that at all,"
Esasky said. "No one knows what
is going to happen to me. All I can
do is try to make things work now.''
It would be quite a comeback.
Believe me.

Congratulations
to the Lady
Tiger
basketball
team for
their Final
Eight trip.
Final Four
next year!!!
Rugby
tournament
this weekend
Rugby teams from seven
schools will be in town this
weekend competing in the 3rd
Annual Fool's Day Massacre.
Clemson will host teams from
James Madison University,
George Mason University, Virginia Commonwealth, Virginia
Tech, William and Mary, Virginia
Military Institute and the University of Tennessee.
The first matches will be at 9
a.m. Saturday morning, with the
next round to follow at approximately 11 a.m. On Sunday, the
first match will begin at 1 p.m.,
with another to follow at approximately 3 p.m.
Admission is free both days
and the games will be played rain
or shine. The rugby field is located
off Hwy. 93 next to the baseball
stadium.

Qreet^ QaCCery
fraternity - Sorority Ctotking & Qifts
353 College Avenue

Clemson, S. C. 29631

(803) 654-6784

Russell 100% Cotton Tee Shirts
Plain-6.99
w/one color letters - 9.99
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Sale Ends April 13,1991
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
The Tiger is looking for qualified
photographers to cover news and sports
events. 35 mm experience is desired. If
interested please call 656-2150 for
information.
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Student
Organization extends its best wishes
to its Christian friends for a Happy
Easter.
As a part of the Historic Pendleton
Spring Jubilee, the Electric City
Cycling Club, a newly-organized
bicycle club in Anderson, is sponsoring
a series of recreational rides (10-mi,
25-mi, and 100km) on Sunday.
Registration fee is $7 before Apr. I: $8
after Apr. The fee includes a
commemorative T-shirt, snacks, and
route sheets. For a registration form or
more information, call Michael Helvie,
224-5924, or Oliver Case. 226-5711.
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUSAre drugs a problem in your life? We
have meetings in Clemson at 117 Sloan
St., Stockman House, Sundays. 3:00
p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays. 7:00
p.m. Meetings are under no
surveillance at anytime. For more
information call (800)922-5305.
Besides being recyclable, plastic
two liter cola bottles are also reusable.
After washing them out, they can be
used for making iced-tea, Kool-Aid,
and even keep water cold in the
refrigerator.
Students
for
Environmental Awareness
Lifeguard Training Instruction
Course-Prepares individuals who are
at least 17 years old and have a current
Lifeguard Training certificate to teach
the Red Cross Lifeguard Training
course. Fifteen hour course will be
held on the weekend of Apr. 12-14 at
the Sheppard Swim center in Anderson.
The pool fee is $30. or $25 for City of
Anderson residents. For information,
call the Sheppard Center at 224-7957
The Pickens County Library
System is looking for volunteers that
are willing to devote time to perform
library related tasks. It doesn't take a
certain person to volunteer, just one
who wants to spend valuable time doing
some valuable tasks, volunteering can
be one of the most challenging things
you'll everdo. The rewards are endless.
Please call Main at 859-9679 or
Clemson 654-4822
Wellness Challenge participants are
reminded to schedule appointments
for post-program testing. Call the
Nursing Centerat 656-3076 to schedule
times.
Preschoolers/Cholesterol/Stress.
Preschool age children are needed for
study on the effects of stress on serum
cholesterol levels. Parents are invited
to bring their child for a free fingerstick
cholesterol test. Parents will be asked
to fill out a questionnaire. Mrs. O'Neal,
agraduate student, is a registered nurse
and a certified nurse practitioner in the
College of Nursing who is experienced
in this fingerstick procedure. Clients
will be seen at the Nursing Center in
the College of Nursing. Call for an
appointment at 656-5529 and ask for
Sara O'Neal, R.N.
The Clemson University Amateur
Radio Club will hold a meeting on
Thurs. Apr. 4 at 7:00 p.m. in room
200A Riggs. Topics include: election
of officers, general business, and
communication with astronauts aboard
the upcoming shuttle flight. Also, a
demonstration of VHF radio will be
given. All interested students, faculty,
and staff are invited.
The Graduate Student Association
Senate will meet on Monday, Apr. 1. at
5:00 p.m. at the Student Senate
chambers. Dr. Holley Ulbrich from
the Economics Department will be
speaking about finances, investments
and taxes as they relate to graduate
students. In addition, the GSA will be
?.nr>ouncing the names of the 1991-92
GSA officers. They will begin selecting
individuals to serve on the GSA and

University committees for the coming
year. All graduate students are
welcome.
SUMMER SCHOOL IN GENOA
ITALY The course will be Italian
studies abroad and will include
Baroque Renaissance and interaction
between the culture of Milan and
Genoa. On site exposure to specific art
works, majorarchitectural monuments
and buildings. Travel willincludetrips
to Genoa, Milan, Venice, Florence,
Pisa, and Portofino. Accommodations
will include room and board at the
Daniel Center Villa, in Genoa, Italy.
The dates are from Jun.3-Jul.6, 1991.
Contact Carol Hood, room 114, Lee
Hall(656-308I) for prerequisite
information.
for ScilC
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For Sale: 1980 Mazda 626. 2 door.
5-speed, A/C. and radio. In good
condition-Must see! Price is negotiable.
Call 653-5644.
Is It True...Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Government? Call for facts!
(504) 649-5745 EXT. S-5987.
SONY Camcorder CCD-TR55 for
sale. Extra battery pack, wide and zoom
lens and carrying case available. Call
Irfan Ahmed at 858-4153.
Green Couch. C.U, legacy, free
blocks, cover, best offer, no offer,
please. God, just take it away. Call
Matt of Ed anytime, 858-8787. Please!
Ladies Schwinn Mirada Mtn. bike
with 18 speeds and index shifters. Less
than a year old. Asking $200. Call
Carol at 646-9836
-for Sale: DP weight bench, good
condition, $35, call after 5 p.m., 6392207
ForSale: DPBodytone5000rower,
With accessories, excellent condition,
$80. call after 5 p.m., 639-2207

and popular yogurt shop at Litchfieid
beach. Now hiring Summer help.
Flexible hours with time for enjoying
the beach. Call Collect (919) 889-9921.

sentimental value. Lost somewhere in
Clemson House or Tillman
Auditorium. Big reward- call 8588242.

Earn up to $ 10/hour. Market credit
cards on campus. Flexible hours. Only
ten positions available. Call Cathy
(800) 950-8472 Ext.2().

Lost: Black Giorgio duffle bag in
front of Johnstone by Dillard. If you
have any information, call John at 8587725

Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at home. Call for
information. (504) 641-8003.

Found: One pair of tortoise-shell
prescription sunglasses. Were in a
purple case near the Alumni Building.
Call Dr. Lovedahl at 656-34447

SUMMER JOBS
Sales managers/sales persons to call
on retail bussines (no door-to-door)
•very liberal commission structure
•flexible hours
•many locations in every state
Information session to be held Mar.
31 Sunday in Student Senate Chambers
at 7:00 p.m.

miscellaneous

housing
For Rent: House located on Airport
Road, 2.5 miles form campus. 4-5
bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat/air.
Large front and back yard, plenty of
parking. Suitable for up to 6 students.
Twelve month lease. Please call 6543815.
House for rent: 2.5 miles from
campus. Four bedrooms, 2 B A, large
kitchen.- living room, front and
backyard. 12 month lease. Call 6543815

lost and found
Lost: Austin Watch, lost on the
intramural field Mar. 2 Call 858-4512,
ask for Jeff.
Lost: Driver's license, bank card,
and student id. Please return! Call
Melissa at 858-4150.
Lost: Mom's Charm bracelet-Great

Toshiba Century touring and sport
bike with mount rack. $150. comes
with water bottle rack, red. 654-1365

I buy, sell, and trade musical
instruments of every kind. Rick 2963735.
SUMMER JOBS
Sales managers/sales persons to call
on retail businesses (no door-to-door)
•very liberal commission structure
•flexible hours
•many locations in every state
Information session to be held Mar.
31 Sunday in Student senate Chambers
at 7:00 p.m.

816 Augusta St., Martinsville, VA
24112
How
does
spending
SPRINGBREAK on a sailing yacht in
the Bahamas sound? Seven days of
FUN in the SUN. For details call 1800-447-2458 anytime.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there summer/anytime
with AIRHITCH® for $160 from the
East Coast. (Reported in NY Times
and Let's Go!) AIRHITCH® 212-8642000
Academic Companions is aprivate,
simple-to-use singles network for
researchers, artists, educators, and
scholarly students. Regional/local
listings. Low cost. Academic
Companions, P.O. Box 346, Clinton,
NY 13323.

personals
Darlin - Thanks for extasy in the
Keys! FMAN
Robin H: Buddy ump bump bump.
Your Friend, Mr. Ed

CASH FOR COLLEGE Over $ 100
million in scholarships and grants goes
unclaimed each year. For information
on how you may apply, send name and
address to: College Scholastic Services,

ZTA, Happy Easter, come meet
Peter....Cottontail

SPRINGBREAK!!!
on
Beautiful Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina!!
Only $98!
Spacious 2 & 3 bedroom fully
furnished townhouses across
the street from the beach!
Sleeps 6 to 8. Pool & Tennis
courts! Rates based on 4
people. Space limited-call
NOW!
Call (803) 785-7566

FOR RENT/LEASE

Don M., thanks for letting me and
Bunny use your pad, Ted

Mini-Storage and
Warehousing
Very nice, insulated (unlike many
others), nice location. Take 123 west
to Ingles Seneca, turn left at the red
1 ight, 1 /10 mile on left at Crystal Clean
Car Wash. Sizes available: 5' X 10',
10' x 10', 10' x 15' (And yes being in
the City we have police protection a"d
lights 24 hours a day.) Good prices
every month.
Call 882-9620 or 882-5187

"TWO GOOD
TO BE TRUE" DEAL

help wanted
Earn $5.25/hour calling for
prestigious colleges and universities.
Part-time three to five nights a week.
Call Shawn Hall ai Fund-Raising and
Management Counsel for more
information. 231-7104.

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS EACH WITH
2 TOPPINGS FOR ONLY

Vector Marketing Corporation has
immediate openings. Part-time work
available now and full-time work
available this summer. Pay rate is $8.25.
Call 1-235-0009.
Lifeguards: Summer Jobs available
in Atlanta, Roswell, Marietta,
Kennesaw, GA areas. Excellent Pay.
Register now. Call Patrick's
Professional Pool Service, (404) 9987618. for info.
On-Campus Fund-raiser. Needed:
Organized and industrious fraternity,
sorority, or student group to earn
hundreds of dollars for an on-campus
marketing project. Call (800) NOWPOST.
FAST
FUND-RAISING
PROGRAM-Earn up to $1000 in a
week for your campus organization!
This program works! No investment
needed! Call Toll Free: (800) 9325028 Ext.50
The YMCA is accepting
applications for summer camp
positions, including Boating Director.
Kinder Camp Director, and Group
Counselors, and for lifeguards a Y
Beach. Come by Holtzendorff YMCA
Center or Call 656-2460 for additional
information.
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim
Instructors: Summer positions
available in the Atlanta area. Excellent
wages. Certification classes available.
Contact Swim Atlanta Pool
Management. (404) 992-8818.
Summer job at the Beach- Attractive

Even if the other
guys had this
"two good" deal,
you've got to
wonder:
how fresh is it
if you can't get
it delivered
in 30 minutes?

Call Us!
654-3082
384-2 College Ave
Hours:
4pm -2am Mon.-Thurs.
1 lam - 3am Fri. & Sat.
11am - lam Sun.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA'
Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving. (B1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited lime offer.
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1

$9.99

Carry out Special

Get two medium pizzas each with
2 toppings for only $9.99.

Medium, one Item 3.99
or
Large, one Item 6.99

'TWO GOOD" DEAL
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Customer pays sales lax where appjcabte. Delivery area limited to ensure safe I Customer pays sales tax where appleac^ DelmVarealimit'ed'to^nsu're'safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than 420.00 Our drivers are nol penalized lor lale ■ driving. Ourdnvf
V
_. drivers carry less-.-TXiSr
than fco.OO. „
Our drivers
are not penalized (or lale
delrvenes. i 1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc
Cash Value!/ 20c
deliveries. 01991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Cash Valuel/20c

